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Welcome to The Trout Spot Fly Tying Catalog 

We are an independently owned and operated fly shop located in the Central Sierra’s in California and 
have been in business since 2002.  Our main goal is to help people get into the sport without breaking 
the bank.  We carry a full line of fly fishing and fly tying products as well as gift and décor items.   

We are constantly adding new items to our inventory and if there is something that you don’t find in our 
catalog or website, let us know and we will be happy to bring it in for you, if possible. 

We do our best to ship orders out within 24 hours and we offer free ground shipping on all order of 
$50.00 or more. 

We try and keep every item in this catalog on hand, it is always a good idea to check our website 
TheTroutSpot.com to make sure it is in stock. 

We also do our best, to maintain our prices as much as possible.  We have no control over 
manufacturers price changes.  We promise to hold our price for 90 days from the time you receive this 
catalog.  Please check our website after 90 days to make sure the prices have not changed. 

Prop65 Warning  For those of you who live in California.  All items we sell in this catalog can
potentially cause cancer or other health issues.  Pretty much breathing the air has the same effect, but 
we are required by law to give you this warning.     

For more information you can go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov 

We do our best to keep our business as environmentally friendly as possible. 

We hope you have enjoy looking through our catalog and look forward to doing business with you in the 
future. 

Good Fishing! 

Richard Desrosiers 

hysical Address 2037 Highway 4 Arnold, CA 95223 

Mailing Address PO Box 492 Arnold, CA 95223 Toll 

Free Number (800) 822-7129 

Fax Number (800) 660-5196 

Website TheTrout Spot.com 

Email Info@TheTroutSpot.com 

           Richard DEsrosiers



Beads Eyes Shanks
Fish-Skull Baitfish Heads $6.75

The Baitfish Head is a weighted head 
with a realistic baitfish profile and 
unique design features that make it a 
versatile platform for tying a wide 
variety of streamer patterns.

Small (10pcs) - Medium (8pcs) - Large (6pcs)

Baitfish Blue - Golden Chartreuse - Coppertone
Dark Grey - Pinky Purple Pearl - Silver Baitfish - Tan Baitfish

Nymph-Head Fly Color Brass Beads $3.75
This is the most comprehensive 
range of round, industry-standard, 
countersunk brass beads on the 
market. Choose from a variety of 
natural, traditional, and attractor 
colors in a high-quality, anodized 
finish. 

Quantity per pack: 15 beads 

2.0mm 5/64 - 2.4mm 3/32 - 2.8mm 7/64 - 3.2mm 1/8 - 4.0mm 5/32 - 4.8 mm3/16
Blood Worm Red - Baetis Green-Olive - Caddis Green

Copper - Gold - Mayfly Brown - Shrimp Pink
Silver - Steelhead Blue - Stonefly Nickel Black

Fish-Skull Sculpin Helmet $6.75
The Sculpin Helmet is an exciting, 
new style of Fish-Skull with a realistic, 
flat and broad profile that imitates 
common bottom-dwelling fish species 
such as sculpins, gobies and baby 
catfish.   8 Per Package

Small - Mini - Large

Black - Brown - Olive

Hareline CountersunkTungsten Beads $3.70
If you want your flies to get down in 
the water column quickly, these are 
the beads to use.

1/8 - 3/32 - 3/16 - 5/64 - 5/32 - 7/64 - 7/32

Black - Gold - Copper - Nickel

Brite Beads $2.75
Spirit River Inc's  Brite Beads(TM) 
have a patented counter bore drilled 
hole to allow them to be easily added 
to most any hook shank. Acid etching 
is used to apply the plating on each 
bead.  You get a bead that has a 
uncompromising finish and a bead 
that will not tarnish!  Come 25 per 
package except 1/4" 20 per package

Black Nickel - Copper - Gold

1/16" (1.5mm) - 5/64" (2.0mm) - 3/32" (2.3mm)
7/64" (2.8mm) - 1/8" (3.2mm) - 5/32" (4.0mm)
3/16 (4.8mm) - 7/32" (5.5mm) - 1/4" (6.3mm)

Montana Fly Company Brass Cones $2.00
Montana Fly Company Brass Cones 
are perfect for tying Streamers, Leech 
Patterns and Stoneflies. Come 10 Per 
Package

Small 5mm - Medium 6mm $+.60 - Large 7mm $+1.60

Black Nickel - Gold - Silver

Dazl-Eyes 25 Ct $4.25
These perfectly symmetrical eyes are 
machined from solid brass. Brass is 
non-toxic, and it’s more durable than 
lead. Their hourglass shape centers 
on the hook shank and helps provide 
secure positioning.   Packaged 35 per 
package excep 1/4" & 7/32" 20 per 
package

Black - Gold - Nickel

1/8 $4.25 - 3/32 $4.25 - 3/16 $4.75
5/32 $4.25 - 7/32 $5.25 - 1/4 $5.75

Firehole Slotted Tungsten Stones Plated Finish $8.25
The Firehole Outdoors Plated Slotted 
Tungsten Stones are a great way to 
get all of those new jig style flies 
down into the zone quickly and to 
keep them there longer.  Come in 28 
per package.

Birthday Suit (Raw) - Black Nickel - Copper - Gold - Sterling Silver

3/32 (2.5mm) - #14 to #18 - 1/8 (3.0mm) - #10 to #14
9/64 (3.5mm) - #10 to #14 - 5/32 (4.0mm) - #8 to #12
3/16 (4.5mm) - #4 to #8 - 5/64 (2.0mm) - #18 to #22



Nymph-Head Heavy Metal Tungsten Beads $5.95
3D Eyes - Create a more realistic 
profile than normal round beads and 
tell the difference between tungsten 
and brass beads in your fly box at a 
glance.  15 per package

2.0mm 5/64 - 2.4mm 3/32 - 2.8mm 7/64 - 3.2 mm 1/8 - 4.0mm 5/32 - 4.8mm 3/16
Bloodworm Red - Caddis Green - Gold

Shrimp Pink - Steelhead Blue

Hareline Dubbin Slotted Tungsten Beads $6.50
Hareline Dubbin Slotted Tungsten 
Beads are made to slide around the 
bend of any hook, and are heavier 
than countersunk beads because less 
metal has been removed from the 
spherical shape. They are great to 
use with jig hooks on which the eye is 
offset at an angle to the shank. 20 
beads per package.

1/16 1.5mm - 5/64 2.0mm - 3/32 2.3mm
7/64 2.8mm - 1/8 3.3mm - 5/32 3.8mm (+.40)
3/16 4.6mm (+$1.00) - 7/32 5.5mm (+$2.00)

Black - Copper - Fl. White - Gold - Silver

Bead Chain Eyes $2.15
Bead Chain Eyes are very popular for 
streamers and saltwater flies. 18 
inches of beads per package.

Black - Gold - Silver

4MM - 6 MM - 8MM - 10MM - 12MM

Firehole Stones Plated Round Tungsten $7.50
Firehole Stones plated round 
tungsten beads available in 5 sizes 
and 4 finishes.  These are some of 
the finest beads on the market all our 
local fly tyers love them.  36 beads 
per package.

5/64" - 3/32" - 1/8" -  9/64" - 5/32"

Birthday Suit (Raw Tungsten) - Black Nickel - Copper
Gold - Sterling Silver

Firehole Stones Matte Round Tungsten $8.25
Firehole Stones matte round tungsten 
fly tying beads available in 5 different 
sizes and 17 matte paint colors. The 
only full line of matte tying beads in 
the fly tying industry.  Our local tyers 
love them!  36 beads per package.

5/64" - 3/32" - 1/8" -  9/64" - 5/32"

Almond Joy - Black - Caddis Green - Chartruese
Cream Puff - Dark Olive - Fire Orange - Mounds

Olive - Pink Floyd - Pink Panther

Firehole Slotted Tungsten Stones Matte Finish $8.25
The Firehole Outdoors Slotted 
Tungsten Stones Matte Finish are a 
great way to get all of those new jig 
style flies down into the zone quickly 
and to keep them there longer.  Come 
in 28 per package.

5/64" - 3/32" - 1/8" -  9/64" - 5/32"

Almond Joy - Autumn - Black - Caddis Green
Chartreuse - Cream Puff - Dark Olive

Fire Orange - Mounds - Olive - True Blood

Firehole Stones Bug Band $6.25
The Firehole Stones Bug Band is a 
slim specialty bead that is made of 
fully machined brass. The most 
common use of the Bug Band may be 
the immediate addition of a hotspot 
behind the bead of your fly. Their size, 
shape, and construction also allow 
them to be added to any part of the 
fly.   36 per package

2.5mm - 2.9mm - 3.3m - 3.7mm - 4.3mm

Black Nickel - Copper - Gold - Sterling Silver
Radiant Blue - Radiant Brown - Radiant Dark Blue
Radiant Green - Radiant Olive - Radiant Orange

Firehole Stones Tear Drop Body $8.75
Firehole Stones Tear Drop Body are 
one of the components of their 
Weight Management System - This is 
a through hole, tear drop shaped 
tungsten body.  The Firehole Tear 
Drop Body is available in raw, 
unfinished tungsten which is called 
Birthday Suit.  28 per package

2.0mm - 2.4mm - 2.77mm

3.2mm - 3.6mm - 4.1mm



Tyers Glass Beads $1.85
A great way to add some color to you 
favorite midge and nymph patterns.  
Add some attractiveness to you size #
12 to #24 flies.

Midge - Small - Medium - Large

Iridescent Crystal - Silver Lined Red - Transparent Red

Real Eyes Plus $7.25
These Real-Eyes come with enamel 
iris/pupils installed by the 
manufacturer, and guaranteed never 
to pop out. Saves, time, and you 
never have to worry whether or not 
you have the right stick-on eyes.

5/32  $5.25 -  3/16 $6.25  - 7/32  $7.25 - 1/4 $8.25

Nickel/Pearl - Nickel Red - Nickle Yellow

Spirit River Hot Cones $4.15
Spirit River Hot Cones are a great 
way to add some color to all of your 
favorite cone head patterns

5/32 inch 4.0 mm - 3/16 inch 4.8 mm
1/4 inch 6.3 mm

Chartreuse - Hot Pink
Metallic Red - Orange

Cone Heads 1/4 Black 20 Pcs $3.25
Sprit River Inc  machining is 
unsurpassed and the plating is 
fantastic.  They are  proud to be 
known as the leader in quality on all 
our brass products like these cones. 
Each cone is machined on a screw 
machine one at a time. All are then 
tumbled to remov

Black - Gold - Nickel
  1/4 - 3/16 - 5/32 - 3/8

MFC Brass Dumbell Eyes Recessed Ends $1.80
MFC Brass Dumbell Eyes with 
Recessed Ends are easy to tie and go 
great on any streamer

Small - Medium - Large

Black Nickle - Gold - Silver

Fish-Skull Articulated Big Game Shank $7.95
The Fish-Skull Articulated Shank is 
designed for large, articulated flies 
used when hunting river, lake and sea 
monsters!

28MM - 40MM - 80MM

Firehole Sticks AS1 Articulated Shanks $4.95
The Firehole Sticks Articulated Shank 
is a unique articulated shank. 
Designed to permit 
changing/substitution of materials. 
Available in two size wires.  The AS1 
is formed from 0.9 mm stainless steel 
wire and is suggested for hooks #6 
and larger. The AS2 is formed from 
0.8 mm stainless steel wire and is 
suggested for hooks #6 and smaller. 
Available in four lengths.  28 per 
package  28 per package

AS1  - .75" - 1.0" - 1.5" - 2.0" lengths

AS2 - .75" - 1.0" - 1.5" - 2.0" lengths

Firehole Sticks Straight Shank $4.95
The Firehole Sticks Straight Shank is 
a standard straight shank intended for 
use paired with the 714 or other 
intruder style hooks.Formed of 1.1 
mm carbon steel and available in four 
lengths.  28 per package.



EP Crab Shrimp Eyes $6.00
EP Crab & Shrimp Eyes give you crab 
and shrimp patterns a realistic look. 6 
Pair per package

Extra Small - Small - Large

Amber - Black - Natrual - Red

Mono Eyes Mini $1.95
Tiny, lightweight, plastic nymph eyes.  
They are great on Dragonfly nymphs 
and crawfish.  Come 24 per package.  
Available in Black or Olive and in six 
sizes.

Mini - Xsmall - Small - Medium - Large - Xlarge

Olive - Black

Fish-Skull Fish-Mask $5.50
Ultra-lightweight Fish-Skull® 
designed for tying weightless 
streamers that suspend in the water 
column.  

#3 (12pcs) - #4 (12pcs) - #5 (10pcs)
#6 (8pcs) - #7 (8pcs) - #8.5 (8pcs)

#10 (6pcs) - #15 (6pcs)

Fish-Skull Articulated Fish-Spine $7.95
The Fish-Skull Articulated Fish-Spine 
is an innovative system of 
interconnected, articulated shanks 
that combine to form a multi-jointed, 
fish spine upon which incredibly 
animate and realistic baitfish patterns 
can be tied.  

10MM - 15MM - 20MM - 25MM

Fish-Skull Articulated Shank $5.95
This innovative, multipurpose material 
is a key component for tying different 
styles of articulated streamers, such 
as single-hook and double-hook 
articulated streamers, poppers, and 
sliders, as well as in streamers that 
use a free-swinging stinger hook, 
such as intruder-style salmon and 
steelhead flies.  20 per package

20MM - 35MM - 55MM

Fish-Skull Living Eyes $2.95
Using the latest photo-realistic 
holographic technology, Flymen has 
developed a full range of ultra-
realistic range of 3D fish-eyes for fly 
tying.  20 eyes per package

5mm - 6mm - 7mm - 8.5mm - 10mm

Fire (Red/Orange) - Ice (Silver)
Earth (Green/Brown) - Wind (Gold)

Nymphhead Articualted Wiggle-Tail Shank for Trout F
lies

$3.25
The Wiggle-tail Shank offers a 
convenient way to tie articulated 
"wiggle-tails" or rear body sections on 
a variety of smaller trout flies.   20 
Shanks per package

FS Senyo's Articulated Shank for Steelhead and Salm
on Flies

$8.95
Greg Senyo of Steelhead Alley 
Outfitters has designed a new version 
of the Fish-Skull articulated shank as 
the next generation platform for tying 
Intruder-style and other modern 
steelhead and salmon flies.   20 
Shanks Per Pack

25MM - 40MM
Blue - Pink - Black

Copper Orange - Green

Senyo's Thin Intruder Trailer Hook Wire $5.45
You can now match your trailer hook 
wire to your fly with Senyo's Thin 
Intruder Trailer Hook Wire . Doubled 
over tests out at over 18lbs breaking 
strength and is stiff enough to hold 
the hook in position without fowling. 
For hook sizes 6 or larger.

Black - Blue - Chartreuse - Gray
Orange/Copper - Pink - Purple - Red

Harline 3D Adhesive Holographic Eyes $3.60
These domed eyes are great sellers 
and Hareline has expanded the sizes 
and color ranges. The Super Pearl is 
an amazing color. It is a semi 
transparent hue that is influenced by 
the color it is placed over, yet keeps 
its super pearl qualities. You will love 
them as well as all of the other color 
ranges.

1/4 - 5/32 - 3/16 - 5/16 - 7/32 - 1/8

Gold - Red - Silver - Super Pearl - Yellow



Body Materials
H2O Crystal Flesh Baitfish Fibre $7.10

Crystal Flesh is an exciting new 
baitfish fibre providing excellent 
movement with a natural fish flesh 
appearance.  New Product

Black - FL Chartreuse - Glass Minnow
Grey - Menhaden - Olive - Redfish

Shaded Chartreuse - Silver Scale - White

Furry Foam $1.50
Furry foam is used in crab flies for 
saltwater and for Clouser style 
crawfish patterns.

Black - Brown - Crab Tan - Crawdad Orange - Cream
Dark Brown - Dark Gray - Dark Olive - FL Chartreuse

Golden Stone - Gray - Green - Light Olive - Moss Green
Orange - Red - Rust - Tan - Yellow

River Road foam Cylinders $3.70
Designed for use with Kreb's Popper 
Jig tool from River Road Creations. 
They also work well for use as eyes 
on folded foam poppers. 1.5 inches in 
length 6 per package

5/16 - 1/4
Chartreuse - White - Yellow

Thin Skin $2.55
Wapsi Thin Skin is a (0.004" thick) 
plastic film. Thin Skin is stretchable 
and can be used on flies down past 
size 18. The backing makes it easy to 
cut to width - great for wingcases, 
backs and scuds. Solid colors are 
opaque with a matte finish on one sid

Amber - Black - Brown - Burnt Orange - Chartreuse - Clear
Gray - Olive - Rusty Brown - Shrimp Pink - Tan - Fly Specks Clear/Black
Fly Specks Czech Speck - Fly Specks Olive/Black - Fly Specks Tan/Black
Mottled Oak Golden Stone -Mottled Oak Natural - Mottled Oak Olive

Mottled Oak Orange

MFC Skinny Skin $1.10
MFC's Skinny Skin is a transparent, 
flexible material offered in mottled 
and plain colors.  It is great for 
wrapping bodies on caddis pup's, 
stonefly nymphs and mayfly nymphs.  
It is also great for scud backs. 

Black - Mottled Brown - Mottled YelLow - Mottled Orange
Mottled Olive - Mottled Gold - Olive - Orange - Pink

Tan

Loco Foam $4.45
The unique mettalic or pearlescent 
coating gives Wapsi's Loco Foam an 
element of flash ideal for foam 
terrestrials and attractor patterns as 
well as disc poppers for fresh and 
saltwater. 2mm Thick

Beetle Green  -  Copper  -  Holographic Gold  -  Holographic Silver
Mother of Pearl - Nothern Lights -  Olive -  Oil Slick -  Peacock

Pearl Chartreuse - Pearl Orange - Pearl Yellow - Pearl Tan - Red

Fly Foam (2mm) $1.95
This is a great closed-cell foam for 
Hoppers, Ants, and Beetles. 3mm, 
2mm, 1mm thick. 

1 - mm - 2mm - 3mm
1 MM Style available in Black - Olive - Tan - White Only

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Cocoa - Golden Stone - Grey - Olive
Orange - Slate Grey - Tan - White - Yellow

MFC MFC Centipede Legs Medium $2.95
Barred, mini round rubberlegs that 
will spice up any of your flies that use 
small legs. Great for small nymphs 
and dries. Centipede Legs offer the 
best selection of colors and sizes of 
round rubber available to the fly tier. 
Since they come in hank form t

Mini - Medium
Adams Grey-Black-Bone Tan-Brown-Clear Tan-Cream-Dark Grey-Dark Olive-Lime

Moss Grey-Olive-Orange-Pink-Purple-Spkd Clear Tan;-Spkd Chart-Spkd Brown
Spkd Grey-Spkd Olive-Spkd Orange-Spkd Tan-Spkd Red-Spkd Hot Orange-Spkd White

Spkd Yellow-Spkd Fuchsia-Spkd Purple-Spkd White Brown-Spkd Tan Brown



Zebra Leggs $4.00

Black & Chartreuse - White & Black
Green Pumpkin& Chartreuse - Chartreuse & Black

Round Rubber Legs $3.25
Round Rubber Legs are great for legs 
on many fly patterns. Use them on 
Streamers, Poppers, Stonflies etc.

Small
Black - Red - Dark Olive

Medium
Black - Chartreuse - Dark Olive
Orange - Red - White - Yellow

Aqua Glow Crazy Legs $3.25
New from our friends at Hareline 
Dubbin, these Aqua Glow Crazy Legs 
take rubber legs to the next level! Use 
these for tying Squidros, buggy 
legged nymphs, or any pattern that 
you want to make irresistible to fish.

Fine Round Rubber Leggs $2.20
The same high-quality vibrant colors 
as our standard round rubber, but a 
smaller diameter

Black - Brown
Chartreuse - Olive

Red - White

Bodi Stretch $2.20
Bodi-Strech is a soft stretchable latex 
style material that is flat like a ribbon. 
You can cut and slice it and makes a 
great shell back for scuds or even a 
wingcase on most nymphs.

Amber - Black - Brown - Chartreuse
Clear - Olive - Orange - Pink - Red

Fish Skull Crawbody $3.85
The CrawBody is a realistic, 
anatomically correct crayfish 
("crawdad") exoskeleton made of the 
same synthetic suede material as the 
Fish-Skull Frantic Tails. 

Small - Medium - Large - Extra Large

Brown - Olive

Fish-Skull Shrimp & Cray Tail $5.95
The Shrimp & Cray Tail is a 
stainless-steel weight molded in the 
shape of crustacean tails.  Quick and 
easy to tie, the Shrimp & Cray Tail™ 
is a simple alternative to bead chain 
eyes and dumbbells

SM #8 and #6 (20pcs)
MD #4 and #2 (20pcs)

LG #2 and Larger (15pcs)
Gold - Silver

Fish-Skull Faux Bucktail $7.95
Tie flies of all types and sizes from 
nymphs to Clousers to T-Bones with 
Fish-Skull Faux Bucktail, a tapered 
synthetic multi-use fly tying fiber 
designed to imitate typical premium-
length natural bucktail.

Black - Blue - Brown - Charcoal Grey - Chartreuse
Dark Olive - Fl. Pink - Gray - Natural White - Olive

Orange - Purple - Red - Tan - Yellow



Sof-Tungsten Nymph Body $5.25
Perfect way to weight small flies with 
out adding a lot of bulk to the pattern.  

4MM (20pcs) - 6MM (20pcs) - 8MM (20pcs)
10MM (20pcs) - 12MM (18pcs)

Fish-Skull Frantic Tails $3.65
Frantic Tails are made of nearly 
indestructible, ultra-light synthetic 
suede that cannot be bitten off, will 
not shrink, and provides lifelike 
texture and movement when wet. 
Each suede body is precision laser 
cut, making each 100% identical and 
allowing for fine detail.

Small - Medium - Large

Chartreuse - White - Tan - Black

Square Lead Wire Spool $2.25
A simple concept. Instead of rounded 
corners "square lead" is flat. It adds 
more weight per wrapped length. 
While wrapping the tier must "untwist" 
the lead, creating a flat surface.

.017 - .027 - .035 - .040

Scud Shellback $2.95
A thinly cut synthetic material for 
making attractive shells on scuds.  
Available in 10 colors.

Black - Brown - Clear - Dark Olive - Grey
Light Olive - Orange - Purple - Reddish Brown - Tan

Quill Body $3.95
These Quill Bodies are excellent for 
making quill bodied dry flies.Â  
Package of 25.Â  Available in 12 
colors. 

Black - Baetis - Blue - Blue Wing Olive
Frying Pan PMD - Ginger - Light Cahill

Melon - Pale Morning Dum - Red
Sulphur Orange - White

UV2 Sparkle Braid $2.25
Spirit River Inc Sparkle Braid can be 
used for making attractor style bodies 
on streamers

Golden Green - Silver - Silver White - White

Flat Diamond Braid $3.25
Sits flat on the hook and adds a shiny 
surface to you fly body.  4 Yards per 
package.

Black - Bright Blue - Chartreuse - FL Hot Pink
Gold - Pearl - Purple - Orange - Red

Rootbeer - Shrimp Pink - Silver - Yellow

Hareline Vinyl Rib Medium $2.45
Hareline Vinyl Rib Medium is 
excellent For tying midge, nymph and 
stonfly patterens

Amber - Black - Brown - Chartreuse - FL Pink
Green - Gray - Olive - Orange - Purple
Red - Rust - Shrimp Pink - Tan - Yellow



Hareline Midge Diamond Braid $2.95
Midge version of the very popular 
diamond braid. Tie anything from 
midges to bonefish flies 

Black  -  Blue  -  Bone Fish Tan  -  Caddis Green  -  Cream  -  Dark Brown
FL Chartreuse - FL Chum Green -  FL Hot Pink -  FL Shrimp Pink

FL Yellow - Olive - Olive Dun - Orange - Peacock - Pearl
Purple - Red - Rootbeer - Rust -Tan - Yellow

MFC Nymph Back $2.65
MFC's Nymph Backs help create a 
realistic wing pad without the hassle 
of epoxy. Tie your fly and tie in place 
at the end. Great for Copper Johns, 
Copper Bob's and Trina's Lightning 
Nymph Back. 10 per pack. 

Large 12 - Medium 14 - Small 16 - Extra Small 18

Flat Lead Spool .021 $2.25
Flat Lead Strip lead approximately 
3/16" wide X .021  Weight .5 ounces

MFC Wiggle Stone Nymph Back $3.49
A great way to enhance your favorite 
stone fly patterns

Small - Medium - Large - Extra Large

Squirmie Wormies $2.45
Each worm is about 3" long and 
almost 1/8" in diameter.  The rubber 
is a strong yet soft wiggly material 
that will resist thread cutting thru it 
when you tie it on.

Combo - Earthworm Tan - Fl Orange
San Juan Blue - San Juan Red - Inch Worm Green

Neon - Hot Pink - Bloodworm Red - Purple

McFlylon $4.10
MacFlylon has unlimited applications 
for Fresh and Saltwater Fly Tying.Â  
Can be used for Dry fly parachutes, 
emerger shucks, spinner wings 
minnow and streamers as well as 
many other uses.

Orange - Pink - White - Yellow

Rumpf V Rib $2.16
Great fro ribbing on stoneflies or 
nymphs

Black - Blood Red - Chocolate Brown - Clear

Swiss Straw $2.25
This synthetic material is the best 
choice to use in lieu of raffia. Makes 
great wing-cases, scud backs, and 
emerger wings for both caddis and 
mayflies.

Black - Brown - Cream - Dark Olive - Dusty Blonde - Insect Green
Light Blue Dun - Light Brown - Medium Olive - Mocha - Orange

White - Yellow



Hareline Micro Tubing $1.70
Great for tying Crazy Charlies, 
Nymphs and Stonflies.

Black - Blood Red - Blue - Brown - Buckskin
Chartreuse - Clear - Cream - Dark Golden Stone

Gray - Light Olive - Lt. Golden Stone - Mahogany
Olive - Olive Brown - Orange - Peacock - Pheasant Tail

Pink - Purple - Red - Rust - Tan - White - Yellow

Stretch Cord Large $2.25
Incredible stretch like you have never 
seen! Perfect for segmented and 
tapered bodies, ribs, etc.

Black - Clear - Grey - Olive - Red - Rootbeer

Zonker Lead Tape $4.85
Popular for Zonkers and Minnow 
bellies.  Can be used to create flat 
broad nymph underbodies.  2 feet per 
package.

Sparkle Braid $1.95
A material consisting of several 
strands of mylar knitted into a cord-
like ribbon. This material is the main 
ingredient for muddlers and many 
saltwater patterns in addition to 
several popular salmon/steelhead 
egg patterns

FL Chartreuse - Fl Pink - Gold - Pearl - Rootbeer - Silver

Round Lead Wire Spool $2.25
Round Lead Wire For weighting 
nymphs, streamers and etc.

.015 - .020 - .025 - .030 - .035

Round Lead Free Wire $3.65
Non-toxic wire! On standard thread 
spools. Soft formula use instead of 
lead.

.015 - .020 - .025 - .030 - .035

Flex-Floss $2.75
Flex Floss is a key material used as 
rib, bodies on Chironomids, or wiggly 
legas and antennae. You can even 
string egg beads on it from salmon 
and steelhead. Excellent midge larva 
and pupae.

Black  -  Blue  -  Brown  -  Chartreuse  -  Fuchsia  -  Grey
Insect Green - Light Olive -  Olive -  Olive Brown

Orange - Purple - Red - White - Yellow

Ep Trigger Point International Fibers $8.55
Enrico Puglisi Flies

Black - Blue Wing Olive - Caddis Western Gray Light
Damsel Blue - Dark Dun - Green Drake - Golden Sulphur

Hendrickson - LT March Brown - March Brown - Pale Olive
Olive Grey Dun - Pale Morning Dun - Reddish Olive

Spinner Wing - Rust - UV Pink - White



Montana Fly Company Mylar Tubing $2.25
Montana Fly Company mylar tubing is 
a premium tight weave mylar that can 
be used ofr tying zonker bodies or 
other streamer patterns.

#0 (3mm), #1 (5mm), #2 (7mm)
Copper - Copper\Black - Gold - Pearl

Pearl\Black - Silver

MFC X-Body $2.25
MFC X-Body are pre-made adult 
stonefly bodies on a foam core. 
These make great adult stone dries 
and float like a cork.

Rusty Small - Rusty Medium
Salmonfly Medium - Salmonfly Large

MFC Foam Mayfly Bodies $7.95
A Realistic way to create may fly 
patterns that float like a cork.  6 per 
package

Brown #08 - Brown #10 - Brown #12 - Brown #14
Brown #16 - Grey #10 - Grey #12 - Grey #14

Grey #16 - Grey #18 - Hexagenia #08
Hexagenia #10 - Olive #10 - Olive #12

Olive #14 -Olive #16 - Olive #18

Montana Fly Company Foam Hopper Body $8.25
Monatan Fly Company Foam Hopper 
Body is an easy way to create a 
realistic hopper pattern easily.  
Available in 3 sizes and six colors.  ^ 
per package.

#8 - #10 - #12
Grey - Olive - Purple
Red - Tan - Yellow

MFC Sparkle Minnow Brush Body $7.25
Finely frayed shiny brush perfect for 
tying Large streamers  6 each 12 inch 
pieces per package

Chartreuse - Copper - Gold - Gun Metal - Hot Yellow
Light Olive - Peacock - Pearl - Pink - Purple

Red - Rusty Olive - Sand - Silver - Holo Silver
UV Black - UV Pearl - Pheasant Tail

MFC Fibbet Tailing Fibers $1.75
MFC Fibbett Tailing Fibers are very 
fine nylon fibers with natural tapered 
ends.  They are durable and stiffer 
than hackle fibers and are perfect for 
tailing comparaduns, thoraxes, or any 
other mayfly imitation.

Dark Dun - Dun - Ginger - Light Dun - White

MFC Sparkle Minnow Brush Belly $5.50
MFC Minnow Brush Belly is a finely 
frayed shiny brush perfect for tying 
small streamers  6 each 6 inch 
pieces per package

Copper - Gold - Hot Yellow - Pearl
Sand - Silver - Holo silver - UV Pearl

Gummi Flash Foil $2.30
Wapsi's Gummi Flash Foil is 
designed to be used with their Gummi 
Body. It can also be used on setting 
epoxy flies. Works great with all foam 
products when applied over a spray 
adhesive.

Belly Pearl  -  Bronze  -  Copper  -  FL Chartreuse  - Green Splash
Holo Gold - Holo Silver -  Oil Slick -  Olive -  Peacock

MFC Lucent Wing Material $3.55
MFC Lucent Wing Material from 
Montana Fly Company is a very thin, 
sheer mesh material which makes 
excellent mayfly or caddis dry fly 
wings, especially on small flies.  
Simply cut the MFC Lucent Wing 
Material to shape or use a wing cutter 
tool.  Does not fray and is very 
durable.

Each package of MFC Lucent Wing 
Material contains 3 sheets which are 
each 2.75 x 2.75 inches in size.

Brown - Dark Dun - Dun   
Tan - White - Yellow

MFC Ant Bee Wasp Wings $4.50
These are a great way to add realistic 
looking wings to all of your fly 
patterns. Available in 3 Wing types.  
12 per package

01 - 02 - 03
10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18



Wapsi Mayfly tails $2.00
Wapsi Mayfly Tails are the ultimate 
tail material for tying all of your 
favorite mayfly patterns.

Dark Dun - Light Dun - Medium Dun

Pale Yellow - Tan - White

MFC Sexi Floss $1.80
The MFC Sexi Floss is a crinkly 
spandex, dyed to the most popular 
tying colors. It is great for wrapping 
bodies, legs, and antennae. A great 
substitute for Round Rubber due to 
it's UV

Small - Medium
Amber - Black - Brown - Copper Brown - Chartreuse

Copper - Cream - Fuchsia - Golden Yellow
Grey - Hot Yellow - Light Blue - Olive - Orange

Pink - Purple - Red - Tan - White - Yellow

MFC Cicada Adult Air Bodies $3.95
MFC Cicada Adult Air Bodies are 
hollow, soft bodies pre-formed to the 
perfect shape and segementation of 
adult cicadas. As the name suggests, 
they are hollow and after you tie them 
in the air is trapped and creates a 
great “balloon” body that will float just 
about any fly.

6 per package

Black Medium - Hot Orange Medium

Gummi Body $3.99
Wapsi's Gummi Body is a clear body 
material designed for tying baitfish 
imitations such as the Gummi 
Minnow. It comes in 2" X 12" sheets 
with backing on both sides for ease of 
handling.

.0205 mm - .0401 mm

Sparkle Organza $2.39
Each sheet produces hundreds of tiny 
light reflecting fibers perfect for 
spinner wings, shucks and shell 
backs on scuds. 2 Sheets per 
package

Black - Cream - Dun - Tan - White

Hareline Para Post Wing $2.75
Hareline Para Post Wing is excellent 
for emerger cases, parachute post 
and split wing dry flies. Water Shed 
Treated!  Available in 12 colors

Brown Caddis - Cinnamon Caddis - Dark Gray
FL Chartreuse - FL Fire Orange - FL Orange

FL Yellow - Hot Pink - Light Gray
Medium Dun - Norm Woods Special - White

MFC Lazer Wing Caddis $4.50
Montana Fly company's Lazer caddis 
wings are a great way to add realistic 
wings to your caddis patterns.  12 per 
Package

10 - 12 - 14 - 16
Brown - Dark Brown -  Tan

MFC Stonefly Wings $4.25
The MFC Stonefly Wings are a great 
way to add realistic wings to your 
favorite stonefly patterns.

Come 12 per package.

Dark Medium - Dark Small - Dark X-Large
Light Large - Light Medium -Light Small

Light X-Large

Otter's Soft Milking Eggs Apricot $2.65
Otter's Soft Milking Eggs are the most 
realistic eggs available, and the trout, 
steelhead, and salmon agree. These 
eggs have the same consistency and 
texture as real eggs. When fish eat 
these, they just don't want to let go. 
You will out-fish everyone on the river 
with these soft, chewy, realistic eggs. 
They are available in 3mm, 4mm, 
6mm, 10mm, and Cluster

4mm - 6mm - 10mm - 6mm cluster
Apricot - Apricot Opaque - Buff (Dead Egg)

Flamingo - Kiwi - Kiwi Opaque
Robin Egg Blue - Ruby - Tangerine

Tangerine Opaque - Tango



Dubbing
UV2 Fine & Dry Dubbing $2.75

UV2 Fine and Dry dubbing is 
absolutely the finest dubbing on the 
market. This dubbing is permanently 
waterproof, ties perfectly tapered dry 
flies down to size #28.

Adams Grey  - Amber - Black - Blood Worm - Blue Damsel - Blue Dun - BWO
Callibaetis - Chocolate Brown - Claret - Creamy White - Creamy Yellow - DK Olive
East. Sulphur Yellow - Golden Olive - Gld. Stone - Hares Ear - Hendrickson Pink

Hexegenia - Insect Green - Isonychia - Lt Cahill - Lt Olive - March Brown
March Brown - Mckenzie Caddis - Md Olive - Midge Green - PED - PMD - Purple

SLF Enhancer Dubbing 12 Color Dispenser $10.95
The SLF Enhancer Dubbing is the 
main ingredient in super Bright.  
Made available in pure unblended 
colors so you can blend them with 
other dubbings.  The bright short 
fibers blend easily with any existing 
dubbing to enhance it with life like 
sparkle.

12 color dispenser contains,  White, Yellow, Orange, Red,
Flo. Pink, Purple, Flo. Chartreuse, Green, Olive,

Ginger, Brown, Black

SLF Prism Bug Dub 12 Color Dispenser $13.45
SLF Prism Bug Dub is the same great 
Buggy colors of SLF with a touch of 
Prism added for an incredible blend.

12 color dispenser contains, Orange, Gray, Medium Brown, Red,
Claret, Light Olive, Brown Olive, Black, Amber,

Green Olive, Natural Hare, Dark Olive

SLF Standard Dubbing 12 Color Dispenser $17.95
The SLF Standard Dubbing 
Dispenser contains the original 
Synthetic Living Fiber.  Tremendously 
popular and widely used for its unique 
translucence and lifelike sparkle.  The 
broad color range invites use for any 
pattern.

Dispenser #1 contains, Medium Olive, Dark Olive, Light Olive, Black, Cinnamon
Golden Olive, Dark Claret, Gray, Fiery Brown, Rust Brown, White, Imitation Seal

Dispenser #2 contains, Green Highlander, Insect Green, Firey Claret, Hot Orange
Firey Orange, Firey Red, Crimson, Yellow, Purple, Flourescent Red

SLF Whitlock's Original Dubbing Blends 12 Color Disp
enser

$18.50
SLF Whitlock's Original Dubbing 
Blends Dispenser designed by Dave 
to tie his world famous fly patterns.  
Now with a touch of Prism added.  
Available in two 12 color Dispensers

Dispenser #1 Fox S. Nymph-Thorax, Fox S. Nymph-Abdomen, SB. Gray, SB. Tan,
S&SGray, S&S Olive, S&S Tan, S&S Orange/Pink,

Dragonfly Nymph Olive, Dragonfly Nymph Dark, Dragonfly Nymph Tan
Dispenser #2 Gld Stone, Brown Stone, Dark Stone, Hellgramite, Nn Sculpin Olive,

Nn Sculpin Gld Brown, Nn Cray Brown, Nn Cray Sandy Gray, Nn Cray Orange

Wapsi Prism SLF Dubbing 12 Color Dispenser $15.95
The Wapsi Prism SLF Dubbing 
Dispense, is the new state of the art 
dubbing made from a Multi-Laminated 
synthetic that actually reflect light 
back to the eye in a seperated 
spectrum just like a prism.  This 
dubbing has been uniquely processed 
to preserve it fish catching eye 
appeal.  S.L.F. Prism dubs easily and 
come with colors other dubbings cant 
match.

Dispenser #1 Cream, Burnt Orange, Light Gray, Tan, Light Olive, Caddis Green,
Olive, Black, Chocolate Brown, Peacock, Hares Ear and Pearl.

Dispenser #2 Clear, Bright Yellow, Rusty Brown, Red, Hot Purple, Brown Olive,
Amber, Charcoal, Sand, Shrimp Pink, Electric Blue and Ice Pearl.

Angora Goat Dubbing Dispenser $13.75
Wapsi Angora Goat Dubbing is a very 
popular as a seal substitute. This 
coarse, spikey fiber has a unique 
translucency. 12 color dispenser.

Assortment#1 - White - Dun - Green - Olive - Black
Yellow - Hot Orange - Red - Light Olive - Ginger - Fiery Brown

Assortment #2 - Kingfisher Blue - Light Blue - Highlander Green
Fl Chartreuse - Fl Orange - FL Yellow - FL Fire Orange - FL Red

Hot Pink - Cerise - Purple - Claret

Antron Dubbing $1.85
An old favorite that refuses to go out 
of style. Easy to apply, with a fish 
attracting sheen. Equally effective for 
emergers, nymphs, and dries.

Black - Cahill Cream - Callibaetis - Charcoal - Damsel - Dark Olive - Dark Stone
Flourescent Orange-Ginger-Golden Stone-Grey Olive-Hare Ear-Hexagenia

Light Grey-Light Olive-Light Orange Scud-Mahogany-March Brown-Med. Olive
Orange Gold-Pink-Rust-Squirrel Belly-Stimulator Orange - Dark Orange Scud



Canadian Series Mohair $2.98
Canadian Series mohair is an 
excellent dubbing material.  The 
Dubbing Plus colors have an extra bit 
of flash \ sparkle added.

Black - CBS Leech - California Leech - Canadian Brown - Canadian Blood
Gray - Lake Olive - Olive - Pond Olive

Spectrumized Brown - Spectrumized Violet
Dubbing Plus Colors

California Leech - Canada Blood - Olive - Pond Olive

Dazzle Dubbing $2.50
DAZZLE DUBBING is a blend of two 
or more different sized fibers, both 
fibers are a tri-lobal type fiber, which 
gives its sparkle. It dubs well with a 
dubbing loop or simply spun on 
thread

Black\Burgundy-BC Blood-Brown Copper Fire-Black\Chartreuse
Black\Fuchsia-Black\Gold-Blood Red-Black-Black\Purple

Black\Red-Brt.Yellow-Brown-Brown Olive-Burgundy
Chartreuse-Damsel Olive-Ducktail Green-Electric Black

Hot Pink-Light Olive-Olive-Peacock-Rusty Brw-Scud Olive

Jay Fair's Eagle Fly Fishing Mohair $3.50
Jay Fair’s super soft and fuzzy Mohair 
is an natural angora blend yarn. It 
makes amazing bodies for many fly 
patterns, including leeches, buggers 
and all types of nymphs. A full color 
range from naturals to brights.

Brown Olive - Burgundy - Burnt Orange - Dark Olive
Medium Olive - Golden Olive - Golden Yellow - Red

Brown - Leech Brown - Rust - Hot Orange - Black
Cinnamon - Purple - Chartreuse - White - Pink - Orange

Pure Silk Dubbing $2.35
Pure Silk Dubbing is a 12 micron or 
smaller fiber that allows you to easily 
tie size 18 and smaller flies, perfectly 
in proportion to body size. Silk dubs 
easily, and can be spun onto thread 
so thin, that you barely increase the 
size of your tying thread.

March Brown - Olive - Pale Morning Dun - White - Yellow - Aqua - Bronze
Black - Caddis Green - Cream - Dark Dun - Dun - Light Tan - Light Brown

Uni Dubbing Brush Wire $4.00
The Uni Dubbing Brush WireÂ allows 
you to combine any mix of natural or 
synthetic materials to create new 
patterns that you never thought were 
possible. are available, which allows 
you to use them with any size of 
dubbing brush spinner.

Small (.003) - Medium (.006) - Large (.009) diameters

Antron Yarn Spooled $2.00
Multi trilobal filaments are combined 
in a single strand spooled yarn with 
bright highlights. The fly tying material 
is good for overbodies, legs, tails and 
trailing shucks. About 4 yds. on a 
spool.

Black  -  Burnt Orange  -  Caddis Green  -  Cream - Dark Brown
Dark Olive - FL Lime Green - FL Orange - FL Shrimp Pink
FL White - Gold - Gray - Light Brown - Olive - Olive Dun

Purple - Red - Rust - Tan
Olive - Olive Dun - Purple - Red - Rust - Tan

Senyo's Laser Dub $2.35
This is a unique custom mix that 
Hareline developed with fly designer 
Greg Senyo. It can be used as wings, 
collars, dubbed bodies or veiled-wool 
style heads. It is a mix of Ice Dub and 
3/4" to 1" acrylic staple fiber. Great for 
salmon and steelhead patterns.

Black - Brown - Dark Tan - Fl Hot Orange - Fl Blue
Fl Chartreuse - Fl Fuchsia - Green Chartreuse - Grey
Hot Pink - Lavender - Light Olive - Olive - Pale Blue

Pale Pink - Purple - Red - Rusty Bronze - Sculpin Olive
Shrimp Pink - Silver Minnow Belly - Tan - White - Yellow

SLF Squirrel Dubbing $2.75
Wapsi has added a splash of SLF 
flash to their squirrel dubbing for the 
ultimate spikey nymph blend

Black - Bleached Ginger - Brown - Brown Olive
Burnt Orange - Dark Brown - Dark Olive - Golden Olive

Green - Green Olive - Light Olive - Natural Fox
Natural Gray - Olive - Rusty Brown - Squirrel Belly



UV2 Caddis & Nymph Dubbing $2.35
UV2 Caddis and Nymph Dubbing is 
equal to rabbit dubbing but with an 
additional softer fiber added and 
enhanced with Spirit River Inc, UV2 
process.

Adams Gray - Black - Brown Black - Dark Brown - Dark Hares Ear
Dark Olive - Dark Stone - Eastern March Brown

Golden Stone - Hare Ear - Olive - Pale Olive
Rust - Sulphur - Tan - Western March Brown

Super Fine Dubbing Assortment $13.95
Wapsi Super Fine Dry Fly Dubbing is 
a permanently waterproofed dry fly 
dubbing. Super Fine makes fantastic 
tight bodies on dries to size 28. 

Assortment#1 - Black - Brown - Blue Dun - Blue Wing Olive - Amber - Lt Cahill
Mahogany - Brown Olive - Adams Gray-Olive-Pale Evening Dun- Pink

Assortment #2 - Blue wing Olive - Golden Olive - FL Chartreuse
Sulphur Orange - Pale Yellow - Pale Morning Dun - Rusty Brown

Dark Tan - Brown Olive - Gray Olive - Cinnamon Caddis - Tan

Swisher's Generation X $2.15
Doug Swisher's "Generation X Super-
Fine Dubbing" is the newest dubbing 
designed for fly tying! It is used for 
tying Nymphs, Pupas, Emergers, 
Stillborns and tiny dry flies down to 
size #22. This "Rub-berized" dubbing 
has incredible action in the water and 
is sure to get you spectacular results!

Black - Brown - Hare's Ear - Olive

UV2 Scud/Shrimp Dubbing $3.45
UV2 Scud and Shrimp Dubbing is 
equal to angora goat with a softer 
binder to make tying small flies easier 
and the added benefit of Spirit River 
Inc, UV2 enhancement.

FL Orange - Grey - Mysis White
Olive - Shrimp Pink - Tan

UV2 Seal-X Stone Dubbing $2.95
UV2 Seal-X Stone Dubbingis a 100% 
synthetic dubbing similar to Pseudo 
Seal or synthetic living fiber (SLF) 
with the added benefit of Spirit River 
UV 2 process.

Black - Burnt Orange - Chartreuse - Dark Hares Ear - Dark Olive
Flame Red - FL Orange - Golden Stone - Neon Pink

Orange Marmalade - Purple - Red - Royal Blue

UNI Mohair $2.45
A spooled, long fibre, mohair yarn. 
Great for tying Buggers and Leech 
patterns.

Black - Brown - Cream - Gray
Light Gray - Olive - Red - Wine

Senyo'S Fusion Dub $2.75
A blend of Trilobal and Ice Dub in 
various colors. Works great for tying 
Intruders but also has many use when 
tying other types of flies.  

Crusty Nail - Eat A Peach - Electric Grape - Emerald - Fishmas
Flame - Lizard - Midnight - Muppet - Pink Lady

Rainbow - Sky - Smurf - Tobacco

Ultra Holographic Dubbing $2.50
This is a super fine holographic fiber 
that is so soft and easy to dub, even 
novice fly tiers will be able to dub with 
it. You can either spin it on thread or 
use a dubbing.

Blue - Fuchsia - Purple - Silver



UV2 Multi-Spectrum Blends $5.95
Ultravision UV2 is a proprietary 
process of dying that enhances 
material, adds visibility and natural 
color spectrums.

Dark - Light - Elite Enhancer Dark - Elite Enhancer Light
Seal-X Dark - Seal-X Light

Ripple Ice Dispenser $19.95
Ripple Ice is great for adding some 
splash to all of you favorite fly 
patterns.  Works great for wings or 
bodies.  Handy dispenser contains 12 
colors.

Contains Black - Pearl Red Hue - Blue Steely - Minnow Pearl Belly
Gold - Northern Lights - Shell Pink - UV Pearl - Chartreuse

Silver - Mother of Pearl

Hareline Ice Dub $2.75
Hareline Dubbin Ice Dub has lots of 
sparkle and is easy to dub

Blue Steelie-Caddis Green-Callibaetis-Chartreuse-Chocolate Brown-Claret
Copper-Emerald Green-Fl Hot Pink-Fl Lime Green-Fl Shell Pink-Fl Yellow-Gold
Golden Brown-Hot Yellow-Kingfisher Blue-Minnow Belly-Olive-Olive Brown

Orange-Peacock-Peacock Black-Pearl-Pearl Red Hue-Pheasant Tail-Purple-Red
Rusty Brown-Silver-Tan Uv-Uv Black-Uv Brown-Uv Cinnamon-Uv Dark Olive

Dave Whitlock SLF Pattern Blends Dubbing $2.65
These dubbing blends were designed 
by Dave Whitlock to tie his world 
famous fly patterns.

Black-Drk Stone-Dragon Fly Nmph Dark-Dragon Fly Nmph Olv-Gld Stone-Minnow Belly
MMinnow Gills-Crayfish Natural Orange-Nn Crayfish Nat. Brw-Crayfish Sandy Gray

Sculpin Gld Brown - Sculpin Olive-Red Fox Squirrel Abd-Red Fox Squirrel Trx
Damsel Olv-Damsel Tan-Scud&ShrmpGry-Scud&Shrmp Olv-Scud&Shrmp Org/Pnk
Scud& Shrimp Tan - Sowbug Gray - Sowbug Tan - Stonefly Nymph Gills-Brw Stone

Hareline Rainbow Scud Dubbing $2.35
Hareline Rainbow Scud Dubbing is a 
mix of 4 colors to get this product 
right.  Looks even better wet!

Light - Dark

Dubbing Brush Wire $3.70
Dubbing Brush Wire is a high quality 
stainless steel wire that spirit River 
uses to make their UV2 Seal-X Ice 
dubbing brushes. A strong enough 
wire to build the brushes yet supple 
enough to be able to bend around the 
hook shank and to be cut with normal 
scissors.



Feathers
Hen Ringneck Pheasant Skin $13.25

Hen Ringneck Pheasant Skin is 
excellent material for soft hackles, 
wets and subsurface flies. A 'must' for 
Hex Nymphs!

Natural

Hareline Dubbin Ringneck Pheasant Skin $12.70
The Hareline Dubbin Ringneck 
Pheasant Skin has a wide variety of 
feathers for tying nymphs, wet flies 
and many other fly patterns.  Does not 
include tail feathers. Natural color

Wapsi Dry Fly Hackle Mini Pack Small $6.95
Wapsi Dry Fly Neck Hackle Mini 
Packs are an inexpensive assortment 
of premium dry fly hackle in different 
sizes to cover any tying needs.

Small - Medium - Large

Bleached Grizzly - Brown Grizzly - Olive Grizzly
Ginger - Natural Grizzly

Hareline Half Cape $19.95
The Hareline Half Cape comes in 18 
different colors. These capes have 
plenty of feathers for dry flies as well 
as larger feathers for streamers.  If 
your looking for feathers for a large 
array of sizes these economical 
capes are a great way to go. 

Black - Brown - Cream - Dun - Ginger
Grizzly Bleached - Grizzly Blue - Grizzly Brown

Grizzly Chartreuse - Grizzly Dun - Grizzly Hot Orange
Grizzly Hot Pink - Grizzly Natural - Grizzly Olive - Grizzly Purple

Grizzly Red - Grizzly Teal Blue - Grizzly Yellow - Light Dun

Hareline Hen Cape $19.95
Hareline Hen Cape is an excellent 
value with the quality you've come to 
expect from Hareline.

Brown - Cream - Dun

Keough's Saddle Value Pack $23.75
Keough's Saddle Value Pack contains 
12 feathers per package and are 
sized for size 14 - 16 approximately.  
2 of each color in Mixed Color 

Black - Brown - Cream - Ginger
Grizzly - Medium Dun - Mixed Colors

Keoughs Tyers Dry Fly Cape Grizzly $42.50
Keough Hackles offers an exceptional 
grade of hackle at an affordable price. 
These capes have feathers that you 
can tie sizes from 4 down to 22 and 
smaller. Excellant barring, with 
flexible stems, a high barb density, 
and stiff barbs.

Grizzly

Wapsi Dry Fly Neck Select Sections $10.25
Wapsi Dry Fly Neck Select Sections 
are a economical assortment or 
premium genetic hackle.  Each patch 
is sized as follows.  Extra Small = (1/2 
Tip) sizes 18 or smaller  Small  =  
(Middle) sizes 14 - 16   Medium = 
(Middle) sizes 12 - 14  Large = (Butt) 
sizes 10 or larger   The tip and middle 
sections are great for dry flies.  The 
butt is great for streamers, bass bugs 
and saltwater patterns.

Extra Small (Size 18 or Smaller) - Small (Size 14 to 16)

Medium (Size 12 to 14) - Large (Size 10 or Larger) add $1.00

Hungarian Partridge Skin #1 Natural $46.60
The ultimate soft hackle fly material.

Hareline Dry Neck Chunks $9.95
The Hareline Dry Neck Chunks are 
loaded with size 14 and smaller 
feathers.  Available at The Trout Spot 
in 8 great colors.

Black - Dun - Ginger - Grizzly
Grizzly Brown - Grizzly Olive - White



UV2 Marabou $5.50
UV2 Marabou is a delicately 
harvested soft flowing feather from the 
butt of a turkey. Nothing moves better 
in the currents than Marabou. Most of 
them are 4.5 inches long so range 
between 4-5. 

FL Blue - FL Chartreuse - Fl Orange - FL Pink - FL White
Hot Pink - Hot Red - Medium Olive - Purple - Yellow

Mfc Fine Barred Marabou 3" to 5" $5.95
This is the same MFC Marabou that 
you have come to love, but with new 
finer barring.

Brown/Black - Burnt Orange/Black - Grey/Brown - Olive/Black
Olive/Brown - Orange/Brown - Tan/Brown - Tan/Black - Tan/Grey

White/Black - Yellow/Black - Yellow/Brown - White/Grey

MFC Buggerbou Mini Barrred $4.25
MFC's Mini-Barring process can cram 
30% more barring per inch into their 
Buggerbou than they do on their other 
barred products. This gives a perfect 
mottling effect, and looks even better 
than grizzly chickabou.

Orange Black - Olive Black - Olive Brown - Brown Black
Orange Brown - Tan Brown - Tan Black - Yellow Black

Yellow Brown

Mini Barred Marabou 3" to 5" $5.95
The same MFC Marabou that you 
have come to know, but with a new 
Mini Barring.  An easy way to change 
up an old fly pattern.

Brown/Black - Burnt Orange/Black - Olive/Black - Olive/Brown
Orange/Brown - Tan/Brown - Tan/Black - White/Black
Yellow Black - Yellow/Brown - White/Grey - Tan/Grey

Wapsi Strung Marabou $3.75
Wapsi Strung Marabou is the Blood 
Quill. It is approximately 3 1/2" to 4 
1/2" long. 1/4 oz per package

Amber - Black - Blue - Brown - Burnt Orange - Coral - Cream- Dark Brown
FL Blue - FL Cerise - FL Chartreuse - FL Fire Orange- FL Green - FL Orange

FL Pink - FL Red - FL White - FL Yellow - Ginger - Gld Brown - Highlander Green
Kelly Green - Light Olive - Olive - Olive Green - Orange - Peach - Peacock Blue

Pearl Gray - Pink - Red - Rootbeer - Rusty Brown - Sand - Sculpin Olive

MFC Strung Blood Quill Marabou $2.25
MFC Strung Blood Marabou is 
excellent for tying Streamers.  Each 
package contains 1/4 oz

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Copper - FL Pink - FL Orange -  FL Fire Red
Fuchsia - Grey - Kingfisher Blue - Light Olive - Olive - Olive Brown - Tan
Burnt Orange - Burgundy - Orange - Purple - Red - Royal Blue -Yellow

MFC Barred Marabou $3.95
MFC custom dyes all of their barred 
marabou in-house to achieve the 
brilliant colors with perfect, even, and 
consistent barring. From leeches to 
buggers, the MFC barred marabou 
will give a natural looking mottled or 
variegated look to all your patterns. 

Blue Black - Brown Black - Orange Olive - Orange Black - Burgundy Black
Chartreuse Black-Fuschia Black-Fuschia Purple-Grey Black

Olive Black-Olive Brown-Olive Brown Black-Olive Rust-Rust Brown
Tan Brown - Tan Black - Tan Olive - Tan Rust - White Black

White Olive - Yellow Black - Yellow Brown

Mfc Buggerbou Fine Barred 2" $5.95
Same as MFC's popular Barred 
Buggerbou but with new finer barring.

Brown/Black - Burnt Orange/Black - Olive/Black - Olive/Brown
Orange/Brown - Tan/Brown - Tan/Black - White/Black
Yellow Black - Yellow Brown - White/Grey - Tan/Grey



Spirit River Inc UV2 Strung Saddle $5.70
Spirit River has added their UV to 
these saddles

Cahill Cream - Cerise - FL Blue - FL Chartreuse FL Orange
FL Pink - Hot Pink - King Fisher Blue - Light Rust - Maroon

Medium Brown - Olive - Pink - Purple - Red - White - Yellow

UV2 Strung Schlappen $6.90
UV enhanced over natural bronze 
Schlappen provides a subtle 
iridescent color.

Blue - Cerise - Fl Chartreuse - Fl Orange
Fl Pink - Hot Pink - Kingfisher Blue

Light Rust - Maroon - Medium Brown
Olive - Orange - Pink - Purple - Red

White - Yellow

Deceiver Strung Rooster Saddles $4.25
Deceiver Strung Rooster Saddles are 
wider domestic saddle hackle that is 
used in Lefty Kreh's deceivers.  
Approximately 3" to 5" Length

Black - Brown - Fl Chartreuse - Fl Orange
Fl Pink - Olive - Orange - Purple - Red

Shad Gray - White - Tan - Yellow

Iridescent Black Schlappen $8.15
Iridescent Black Schlapen in 7-9 inch 
length is the very best feather we 
know of for tying large Dorado 
streamers and other monster fish 
attracting streamers.  Plenty of usable 
feathers in each package

Hareline Dyed Black Saddle $43.95
Great for buggers and streamers

MFC Strung Saddle Hackle   (1/4 oz 6" long feathers) $7.50
Strung Saddle Hackle (1/4 oz 6" long 
feathers)

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - FL Pink - FL Orange - Fuschia
Olive Chinchilla - Yellow Chinchilla - Chinchila King Fisher Blue
Pink - Olive - Orange - Purple - Red Royal Blue - White - Yellow

Mfc Barred Saddle Hackle $5.95
MFC's new Barred Saddle Hackle 
allow you to have the barred feather 
you want in the colors you want.  
Excellent on baitfish tails and 
palmered bodies.

Brown/Black - Burnt Orange/Black - Chartreuse/Black - Gray/Black
Olive/Black - Purple/Black - Red/Black - Rust/Black

White/Black - Yellow/Black - Tan/Black

Indian Rooster Saddle Patches $5.75
These saddles are the coolest.  The 
hackles are narrow , stiff and have a 
good taper.  Use them for small wooly 
buggers and large dry flies

Badger - Black - Brown - Brown Variant
Cream - Furnace - Ginger - Olive

Grizzly Hen Saddles $15.95
These short, webby, hen saddle 
feathers are another ideal choice for 
soft hackle and some selected 
nymphs.

Brown - Fl Chartreuse - Gold - Natrual Grizzly
Olive - Purple - Sand - Yellow

Metz Cock Saddle #1 $54.95
Metz Cock Saddle #1 hard to get 
Genetic Hackle

Black - Badge - Grizzly - Cream



Ewing Grizzly Half Saddle $24.99
Ewing Grizzly Half Saddle are a 
favorite for wrapping Woolly Buggers, 
tailing saltwater flatwings, hackling 
dry flies, The Ewing Grizzly Half 
Saddle yield scores upon scores of 
long, narrow, and densely barbed 

Bleached - Brown - Flourescent Blue - Flourescent Chartreuse
Flourescent Orange - Flourescent Pink - Natural Grizzly
Olive - Orange - Purple - Red - Shad Gray - Tan - Yellow

Spirit River UV2 Rooster Cock Tails $13.15
These UV2 Strung Rooster Cock tail 
feathers have a â€œwebby  â€  hackle 
thatâ€™s like schlappen, but with a 
bit stiffer stem. Feathers run in the 8-9 
inch long range. Wrap them like you 
would Schlappen or use them as â
€œsides  â€ on big baitfish patterns.

Black - Chartreuse - Hot Orange
Hot Pink - Kingfisher Blue - Olive

Purple - Red - White - Yellow

Soft Hackle Hen Saddle Patches $5.25
One of Waspi most versatile 
products.  Great for nymph collars, 
leegs and tails as well as soft hackle 
flies and crawdad tails.  The speckled 
brown is especially good as a 
partridge substitute.

Black - Crawdad Orange - Dun - Ginger - Olive
Speckled Brown - Speckled Gray - Tan - White

Hareline Dyed White Strung Saddle Hackle 5" to 7" $8.10
These saddles are a mainstay for all 
fly tyers.

Black - Bright Purple- -Chartreuse - Crimson - Firey Brown
Fire Orange - Fl Cerise - Gray - Hot Orange - Hot Pink

Kingfisher Blue - Light Olive - Lime Green - Olive - Purple
Red - Royal Blue - Shrimp - Silver Doctor Blue - Tan

White Turquoise - White - Yellow

Woolly Bugger Saddle Hackle $7.40
Hareline Woolly Bugger Saddle 
Hackle are 6" to 7" saddle hackles 
that are great for using on woolly 
buggers and other streamer patterns

Black - Blood Red - Claret
Natural Brown - Purple

Hareline Woolly Bugger Saddle Hackle $7.40
6" to 7" saddle hackles are great for 
using on woolly buggers and other 
streamer patterns

Black - Blood Red - Claret
Natural Brown - Purple

Strung Ringneck Pheasant Rump $2.95
These strung feathers make excellent 
soft hackles and are always needed to 
tie patterns like the classic Carey's 
Special. They make good tails and 
wingcases too!

Brown - Bluish Green - Rust Brown

UV2 Rigneck Pheasant Tail $4.10
UV2 Pheasant Tail Natural are 
enhanced with Spirit River UV2 
process

2 per package.

Ultravision UV2 is a proprietary 
process of dying that enhances 
material, adds visibility and natural 
color spectru

Black - Dun - Ginger - Green
Kingfisher Blue - Natural - Olive

Orange - Red - Yellow



Ringneck Pheasant Tail $3.95
The long fibers make superb nymph 
legs and wing cases, or wrap around 
the hook shank for great tapered 
bodies, like the popular pheasant tail 
nymph.  2 Center Tails -
approximately 18" - 20"

Black - Ginger - Green - Natural - Olive - Orange - Red - Yellow

Wapsi Ringneck Pheasant Rump Patch $5.89
You get a good assortment of small to 
large feathers on the Wapsi Ringneck 
Pheasant Rump Patch. Just the rump, 
still on the skin, and easy to use, 
these are great for spey flies.

Black - Chocolate Brown - Golden Yellow
Fuchsia - Natrual - Olive

Ewing Economy Capes $29.95
A very good hackle at a very 
reasonable price, noteworthy for their 
nice grizzly barring. Ewing Economy 
Dry Fly Capes prove that tyers do not 
have to spend a lot for quality hackle. 
Doug Ewing began breeding birds in 
1989 with white and grizzly stock 
bought from Joe Keough. Ever since 
then Doug has produced very good 
quality hackle which he has made 
available to the consumer at a very 
good price.

Grizzly

J. Fair Premium Strung Hackle $7.95
Individual 6"-8" premium saddle 
hackle, strung together and dyed two 
or more colors

Yellow Flame - Indian Crow - Fire Tiger

Wapsi Neck Hackle Mini $1.75
Wapsi Neck Hackle Mini Packs are an 
inexpensive assortment of premium 
dry fly hackle in different sizes to 
cover any tying needs

Black - Blue - Brown - FL Chartreuse- Fl Green - FL Orange
FL Pink - FL Red - FL Yellow - Ginger - Gray - Green

Highlander Green - Natural Brown - Olive
Orange - Red - White - Yellow

UV2 Grizzly Soft Hackles $4.15
UV2 Enhanced Grissly soft Hackles

Brown - Chartreuse - Kingfisher Blue - Natural
Olive - Orange - Purple - Red - Tan

Golden Pheasant Tippets $4.25
Natural shimmer that brightens in the 
sunlight. Great for wings and bodies.

Natural

UV2 Turkey Flats $3.75
UV2 Enhanced Turkey Flats

Gardwall Barred Flank $3.00
Larger than Teal flank and somewhat 
darker.  Their long fine fibers are 
excellent for colars on spey flies

FL Chartreuse  -  FL Orange  -  FL Pink  -  Natural
Olive - Peacock Blue -  Purple -  Red -  Wood Duck

Yellow - Mallard Gray - Orange - Red - White - Yellow

Golden Pheasant Crests $4.25
Natural shimmer that brightens in the 
sunlight. Great for tailing and topping 
all flies

Natural

Gray - Tan - White



English Grouse Soft Hackle $3.25
Small dark mottled wet fly hackles. 
Natural 

UV2 Peacock Eyes $6.40
UV2 Enhanced Natural Peacock Eye -
4 per package

Natural

UV2 Turkey Biots $2.35
These create superb segmented 
bodies on dries and emergers. Longer 
than goose biots so they are easier to 
work with. We use them on our cut 
wing duns and foam back spinners. 
(Size 12 and smaller)  UV2 Enhanced

Black - Blue Wing Olive - Brown
Hendrickson - - Light Cahill - Light Dun - Mahogany

Mallard Gray - Medium Dun - Pale Morning Dun
Sulfer Orange - Trico - White - Yellow

Stripped Peacock Eyes $4.20
Stripped Peacock Eyes are a natural 
fiber for making segmented bodies on 
nymphs and dry flies. Nicely bleached 
and dyed six insect matching colors. 
One peacock eye per pack, Use for 
quill body flies. The slim body helps 
your flies sink quickly. Brilliant color 
when you add a UV resin coating.

Dun - Insect Green
Natural - Olive

Red Quill - Yellow

Cinnamon Tip Turkey Tail Feathers $5.10
Great for making wing cases on 
nymph and stone fly patterns.  Color 
and sizing may vary.

Hungarian Partridge Feathers $3.75
These feathers are hugely popular for 
soft hackles and wet flies.  Packaged 
in a size that won't break the bank, but 
with enough feathers to tie a whole lot 
of fies.

Brown - Natural - Olive

Ozark Oak Mottled Turkey Quills $5.90
Turkey Quill feathers are a great 
material for wing cases on nymph and 
stone fly patterns.  Also used on 
Muddler Minnows.  2 per package.

Wapsi Dyed Strung Peacock Herl $2.25
The dye on the Wapsi Dyed Stung 
Peacock herl combines with the 
natural iridescence of the natural 
peacock herl that is excellant for 
creating subtle changes to flies that 
you normally use natural peacock herl 
on. A great twist to your favorite fly 
patterns.

Bright Green Orange
Purple - Red

Ostrich Mini Plumes $1.75
Yes it's an oxymoron... but these mini 
plumes come in handy as legs on 
stones and other nymphs

Black - Brown - Natural Grey - Olive - White

UV2 Select CDC $4.58
Spirit River UV2 Select CDC feathers 
are high quality feathers that work 
great for emergers and dry flies.  They 
can also be used as legs and collars 
on nymph patterns.

Black - Dark Dun - Flourescent Orange
Light Brown - Light Dun - Medium Dun

Medium Olive - Natural Burgundy
Pale Yellow - Rust - White

Woodduck Gold



Cdc Oiler Puffs $2.92

Black - BWO - Brown - Chartruese - Ginger
Gray Olive - Lt Dun - Md Dun - Natural Dun

Olive - Pale Olive - PMD - Rusty Spinner
Slate Gray - Sulphur Orange - Tan

White - Woodduck Gold

UV2 CDC $4.25
UV2 Enhanced CDC

Dyed Dun - Natural - White

CDC Puffs $2.89
Spirit River CDC Puffs - Smaller than 
normal CDC and with no obvious 
stem, these are ideal for wings on 
emergers, caddis and parachutes.

Black - Dark Olive - Light Brown - Light Dun - Medium Brown
Medium Dun - Medium Ilive - Natural Brown Grey - Pale Yellow

White - Wood Duck Gold - Yellow Olive

Mallard Hen Flank $2.00
Mallard Hen Flank is great for claws 
on crayfish patterns.
Loose feathers Fat 4 X 6 bag

Wapsi Mallard Flank $2.75
Used for legs, throats, tails and wings 
on a large variety of flies.. Dyed Wood 
Duck

Duck Quill $2.00
Used for wings and tails on many 
standard wet patterns.  2 Matched 
pairs per package.  Available in 
Black - Bleached - Blue - Brown -
Dyed Gray - Ginger - Highlander 
Green - Mallard Gray - Olive -
Orange - Red - White - Yellow

Bleached - Dyed Gray - Golden Olive
Olive - Orange - Red - White - YellowGinger - Highlander Green - Mallard Gray

UV2 Goose Biots $2.95
Short, tapered quill fibers used for 
tails and antennae on many popular 
nymph, hellgrammites, stones, ect. 
"Packs" include biots of multiple 
colors to tie a variety of patterns.

Black - Blue - Brown - Chartreuse- Combo Pack
Dun - Fl Flame - Fl Salmon - Fl Shrimp Pink - Fl Yellow

Golden Stone - Hot Fl Orange - Hot Pink - Olive- Pale Yellow
Prince Pack - Rainbow Pack- Stonefly Pack - Tan - White

Gallo De Leon Saddle Feathers $5.95
These Gallo De Leon Saddle 
Feathers feature stiff barbs, with soft 
stims and natural colors.  They are 
great for collars or splayed tails.

Black - Brown - Dun - Ginger Speckled



UV2 Large Eyed Guinea $6.85
Spirit River Inc's new strung large eye 
guinea 2.5 to 4 inches is rare and 
awesome for larger steelhead, 
intruder and streamer patterns where 
you want to have a strong distinctive 
barring. This classic material is the 
finest quality and grade & very difficult 
to obtain so always keep them on 
hand.

Blue - Chartreuse - Hot Pink - Natural
Orange - Purple - Red

Wapsi Mallard Duck Wings $4.49
These beautifully matched Mallard 
Duck Wings pairs are perfect for tying 
classic wet flies.

MFC Goose Biots - Black $1.40
MFC's Goose Biots Can be used for 
Tails or Legs on your fly patterns. 4 
biots per package. 

Black - Brown - Gold - Grey
Olive - Tan - White

Spirit River UV2 Teal Flank $2.75
Spirit River's Teal Flanks are used to 
create many different types of fly 
patterns. These naturally teal feathers 
add movement to wet flies and 
streamers to mimic baitfish and 
insects.

Blue - Green - Natural
Orange - Pink - Yellow

Lemon Wood Duck Barred $3.95
Prime Lemon Barred Flank Feathers.  
Used on many classic Catskill dry, 
nymph and wet flies.

UV2 Mallard $2.25
UV2 Enhanced Mallard.  Uses include 
dry fly wings, nymph legs, streamer 
cheeks, and wet fly wings.

Natural - Wood Duck

Coq De Leon $9.90
The ultimate in natural tailing material 
for dry flies. Speckled, long and stiff.

Black Speckled Corzuno - Brown
Barred Speckled Aconchado - De Leon #7 Dun

Dark Speckled Pardo - Flor De Escoba
Light Dun - Light Speckled Pardo

Medium Speckled Pardo - Ginger Flor De Escoba



Chenille and Vernille

Polar Chenille Medium $3.60
Polar chenille is great for building 
bodies on streamers, but this medium 
size is also great buggers and 
saltwater crab & shrimp imitations.

Amber  -  Black  -  Brown  -  Chartreuse  -  Claret  -  Clear
FL Orange - Hot Pink -  Hot Orange -  Olive

Olive Brown - Purple - Root Beer - Red
Shell Pink - Tan - Yellow

Larva Lace Crystal Chenille $4.75
Larva Lace Crystal Chenille is a 
blending of translucent Tri-Lobal 
fibers with a hint of pearlescent mirror 
flash.  Size 2mm  X 3 yards.  
Extremely durable.

Black - Chartreuse - Orange - Purple - White - Yellow

Larva Lace Chenille $1.60
Chenille is one of the oldest fly tying 
material around.  It is used for tying 
Wooly Buggers, Streamers and wet 
flies.  3 yards per package

Black - Brown - Flourescant Green - Olive - Wine

Jay Fair's Long Shuck $3.75
Jay Fair’s Shuck (sometimes referred 
to as cactus chenille) has always 
been a favorite with fly tyers for tying 
large trout streamers, salmon, 
steelhead, bass and pike flies. It is a 
multi-use material with lots of flash 
and color that can be wound tight.  2 
1/2 yards.

Short Shuck  -  Long Shuck
Black - Brown Olive -  Burnt Orange -  Chartreuse

Cinnamon - Dark Olive - Hot Orange - Medium Olive
Pearlescent - Purple - Rust

Hareline Large Chenille $2.85
Standard rayon chenille in a large 
diameter. Easy and fast to wind or lay. 
4 1/2 yds. per package.

Black - Brown - Coffee - Dark Brown
Dark Olive - Light Olive - Orange

Purple - Red - White - Yellow

J.Fair Short Shuck $3.75
J.Fair’s Shuck (sometimes referred to 
as cactus chenille) has always been a 
favorite with fly tyers for tying large 
trout streamers, salmon, steelhead, 
bass and pike flies. It is a multi-use 
material with lots of flash and color 
that can be wound tight

GlimmerBrownOlive-BurntOrange-DarkOlive
Glimmer Medium Olive -Glimmer Green Olive -Brown
Leech Brown - Rust - Glimmer Hot Orange - Peacock

Black - Cinnamon - Glimmer Purple - Glimmer Chartreuse
Glimmer Pink - Glimmer Red - Glimmer Orange

Cactus Chenille Large $3.60
A loose weave Large Diameter Mylar 
chenille. It is like ice chenille, but with 
pearlescent fibers which make it 
sparkle giving it lots of flash and 
action  3 yards per package

Black  -  Bonefish Tan  -  Bright Green  -  Chartreuse  -  Dark Olive
FL Fuschia - Hot Orange -  Minnow Blue -  Olive

Peachy Flesh - Pearl - Pink - Purple - Red
Root Beer - Shrimp Pink - Yellow

Ice Chenille Medium $3.60
Ice Chenille Medium is a translucent 
Mylar chenille, and not too sparkly. 
That is great for nymphs, streamer 
bodies, Woolly Buggers, saltwater 
and salmon/steelhead flies. 3 yds. per 
pkg.

Black - Blue - Chartreuse - Clear - Dark Brown - Fiery Orange
FL Fuschia - hot Pink - Kelly Green - Olive - Peachy Flesh
Purple - Rootbeer - Shrimp Pink - Red - Wine - Yellow



Palmer Chenille $2.25
A pearlescent one-sided chenille that 
can be palmered for tails and collars 
on streamers.

Black - Chartreuse - Flourescent Pink - Olive
Orange - Peacock - Pearl - Red - Rootbeer

Wapsi Palmer Chenille $3.35
Single-sided chenille with fine hair-
like fibers mixed with pearlescent thin 
mylar that can be used to wrap collars 
or palmered for streamer bodies. 
Ideal for articulated streamer 
patterns, and also works well as a 
replacement for streamer sized 
dubbing brushes

Small - Medium - Large
Black - FL Pink - Olive - Orange

Peacock - Red - Root Beer - Yellow

MFC Nylon Round Chenille Medium $1.95
Montana Fly Company Nylon Round 
Chenille Medium is perfect for tying 
bodies on Bugger or streamer fly 
patterns.

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Cream
Dark Olive - Fl Fuchsia - FL Orange

Grey - Olive - Orange - Purple
Red - White - Yellow

UV2 Estaz $3.95
Finally a beautiful UV translucent 
Estaz® for salt, bass and streamers

Amber Orange - Olive - Peach - Pearl
Pearl Chartreuse - Pearl Hot Pink - Rootbeer

Hareline UV Polar Chenille $3.60
The Hareline UV Polar Chenille is 
unique and has an attractive hue with 
long translucent fibers that makes it 
irresistible for all freshwater and 
saltwater applications. The fibers 
measure approximately one inch long. 
The Hareline UV Polar Chenille is 
great for tying baitfish patterns, wooly 
buggers, or as hackle.

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Copper - Dark Gray Olive
Fl. Fuchsia - Gold - Gray Olive - Hot Orange - Hot Pink

Olive - Olive Brown - Olive Copper - Pearl
Purple - Red - Rusty Copper - Silver - Yellow

Ultra Chenille $1.85
Ultra Chenille is one of the most 
versatile tying materials on the market 
today. A great replacement for 
dubbing on patterns that are too small 
for regular chenille.

Orange - Worm Green - Dark Brown - Tan
Creamy White - Medium Olive - Light Olive - Purple - Red

Varigated Chenille $2.50
Danville'siginal chenille in alternating 
bands of color.  

Black\Coffee - BlackFL.Red - Black\Olive
Black\Orange-Brown\Yellow-Dark olive\Coffee

Dark Olive\Ginger-Dark Olive\Rust-Light Olive\Dark Brown

MFC Vernille $1.85
MFC's Vernille is similar to chenille, 
but smaller and denser.
Available at The Trout Spot in 14 
different colors

#00 Micro - #1 Small
Black-Blood Red-Brown-Burnt Orange

Chartreuse-Dark Olive-Green-Olive
Orange-Pink-Purple-Red-Tan-White

Mfc UV Double Cut Swimming Chenille $3.75
Two fiber lengths combined into a 
chenille that provides a nice tapered 
body when wrapped.  3cm center 
dyed fibers combined with 5cm U.V. 
Fibers.  Perfect for building modern 
streamer bodies.  3 yards per 
package.

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Olive 
Olive - Brown - Pink - Red - White

MFC Midge Chenille $2.15
Montana Fly Company's Midge 
Chenille is perfect for tying smaller 
patterns.  

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Cinnamon
Claret - Cream - Dark Olive - Grey - Iron Grey

Light Olive - Olive - Orange - Purple - Red
Rootbeer - Rust - Tan - White - Yellow



Fur and Hair
Wapsi Squirrel Body Pieces $1.75

Wapsi Squirrel Body Pieces are 
scraped and dried raw hide pieces. 

Natural Grey - Natural fox - Natural Pine

Kip Tail $4.50
Used in freshwater tying for hair 
wings, this clean, crinkly, natural hair 
is now beginning to show up in 
saltwater flies.An extra process 
leaves our calf tails very clean of dye 
and natural oils. Beautifully dyed even 
to the roots, you will find them a 
pleasure to use!

Black - Blue - Brown - Flourescent Chartreuse
Flourescent Orange - Green -Natural Brown

Olive - Orange - Pink - Purple
Red - Tan - White - Yellow

UV2 Bucktails $8.95
Great quality bucktails dyed and 
enhanced with their UV2 .  The UV2 
spectrum is another KEY to fish 
because it optimizes feeding 
opportunities, as well as prey, mates, 
and danger. Using it in flies and jigs 
can arguably be said to provide 
anglers an advantage by arousing 
their curiosity, aggression, and 
territorial behavior.

Chartreuse - Olive - Hot Orange - White

Moose Mane $2.00
Moose Mane A long hair used for quill 
bodies or antennas. Coloration is a 
mixture of cream and black

Moose Body Hair $3.25
Moose hair makes one of the best dry 
fly tails available let alone a great 
tailing material for nymphs.  
Approximately 2"

Natural Black

Muddler Hair $2.85
Prime medium length deer hair for 
muddlers and hoppers.  Natural

MFC Sculpin Wool $2.50
Spin Sculpin Wool as you would deer 
hair to make great heads on muddler 
minnows and woolhead sculpins. Try 
spinning 2 or 3 different colors at 
once for a mottled head appearance

Black - Brown - Chartreuse - Grey Dun - Light Olive
Natural - Olive - Purple - Tan - Yellow

UV2 Dos Jailed Rabbit $5.90
These exciting new UV2 Enhanced 
Dos Jailed Barred rabbit colors are 
awesome and are sure to make some 
very effective patterns. Perfect for sea 
flies or Salmon-Steelhead patterns.

Fire Tiger - Hot Pink - Salmon - Sculpin - White & Blue
White& Chartreuse - White & Pink



Wapsi Elk Body Hair Dyed $3.75
Wapsi Elk Body Hair Dyed is 
premium hand selected elk hair 
selected by Wapsi's experts. A "Must 
Have" material for flies such as the 
elk hair caddis.

Black - Bleached - Brown - Golden Brown
Gray - Green - Olive - Orange - Red

Slate Gray - Yellow

Whole Dyed Rabbit Skins - Brown $14.95
Never run out of rabbit fur again

Brown - Olive

Wapsi Elk Rump (Wapiti) $2.25
Wapsi Elk Rump (Wapiti) has the 
longest length and largest diameter 
hair. It is perfect for Hopper Bodies.

Black - Brown - Fl Chartreuse
Natural - Olive

Silver Fox Fly Tying Fur $2.75

Small - Large +$1.60

Hares Mask #1 $5.85
These are the finest masks available. 
Perfectly processed, pressed flat and 
Both Ears. Easy to work from. 
Complete Mask.

Bleached - Natural - Olive - Dyed Black
Dyed Dun - Dyed Gold

Deer Belly Hair $3.95
These dyed over white deer belly 
strips are ideal for spinning bodies 
such as bass bugs and irresistibles 
when bright colors are desired.

Yellow - Red - Hot Orange - Hot Pink - Flourescent Green
Flourescent White - Flourescent Orange - Flourescent Blue

Finn Raccoon $3.75
More guard hair and length than Artic 
Fox.  Select pieces.  Great for tube 
flies

Brown Olive - Nat Brown - Olive - Shad Gray

Deer Body Hair $2.69
Deer Hair Natural is approximately 2" 
sq. For wings, tails and collars.

Bleached - Black - Blue - Chocolate
Dun - Green - Olive - Purple

Orange - Red - Yellow



Craft Fur $2.75
Craft Fur is a synthetic hair with 
underfur. This material is popular for 
tying saltwater crab and shrimp 
patterns as well as bass and pike 
flies.  Great movement in the water.

Black - Black Frost - Brown - Fuchsia - Hot Lime
Light Blue - Light Pink - Olive - Orange
Purple - Red - Root Beer - Royal Blue

Sand - Tan - White - Yellow

Barred Pseudo Hair $4.35
Barred Pseudo Hair is a barred 
version of this great synthetic hair and 
is 3 1/4" in length with underfur for the 
correct taper on your flies

Peach - Sand - White

Australian Opossum $2.75
Australian opossum fur is very soft 
and easy to spin. Like seal fur, it 
blends nicely for gradation of color.

Small $1.75 - Large $2.75

Artic Fox $3.29
Arctic Fox: As beautiful as you can 
get. Tiny streamers and steelhead 
flies also very popular on tube fly’s.  

Olive - Fluorescent Green - Orange - White - Black

Wapsi Elk Hair Natural $3.75
Wapsi Elk Body Hair Natural is 
premium hand selected elk hair 
selected by Wapsi's experts. A "Must 
Have" material for flies such as the 
elk hair caddis.

Bull Body Light - Cow Body Dark
Hock Natural - Hock Bleached - Mane

Hareline Rabbit Strips 1/8" $3.25
Hareline Rabbit Strips 1/8 are great 
for tying Zonkers and streamers.

Black - Brown - Chartreuse Green
Crawfish Orange - Dark Brown - Dark Olive

Flesh - Grizzly - Olive - Rust
Steelie Blue - White

Woodchuck Fly Tying Hair $1.95
Woodchuck Fly Tying Hair are 
beautifully barred guard hairs.  
Popular for streamer wings.  Material 
used in the famed “Picket Pin” wet fly.

Small $1.95- Large $3.45

American Opossum $1.75
American Opossum hair is frequently 
used in many dubbing blends as a 
“binder hair” because it is so easy to 
dub and it naturally glossy fur ads 
some luster to the dubbing blend.  By 
itself it is a very good substitute for 
seal when tying traditional atlantic 
salmon flies.

Small - Large +$1.10



Wapsi Deer Body Hair $2.99
Deer Body Hair fly tying hair in the 
natural colors can be used for wings, 
tails and collars.  The dyed over 
natural colors can be used for 
spinning. 

Bleached - Golden Brown - Natrual Brown - Rusty Brown

Nutria Hair $2.59
Nutria hair is similar to Muskrat in 
appearance but is darker in color with 
longer, stiffer guard hair.  Unlike 
Muskrat it does not have a lot of 
underfur and is used more often as a 
tailing or leg material.

Small - Large +$1.00

Coyote Hair $1.78
Coyote hair is an excellent choice for 
hair wings on salmon and steelhead 
flies.  It is also a very good material to 
use for pinchers on crawfish patterns.  
The hair is long in length and well 
marked.

Antelope Hair $1.79
Antelope hair is more buoyant than 
deer hair and spins wonderfully.  It is 
however less durable than deer hair 
and as a result it is at its best when 
used on smaller flies.   Flies like the 
"Serendipity" midge are best tied with 
Antelope.

Hareline Mule Deer Hair For Spinning $2.50
Hareline Mule Deer Hair For Spinning 
isÂ Natural deer graded for its 
spinning quality.

Hareline Comparadun Hair $2.75
Good Comparadun wings can only be 
tied properly with superfine hair.  
Hareline Comparadun Hair is the right 
texture & length to meet your needs. 

Dyed Dun - Natural

UV2 Rabbit Strips $5.50
UV2 Enhanced Rabbit Strips

Standard - Cross Cut
Chartreuse - Hot Pink - Olive

Purple - Tan - White

Squirrel Zonkers $4.10
Wapsi’s pine squirrels are soft tanned 
and are available both in their natural 
color and dyed colors as well as 
barred. Although the underfur can be 
used as dubbing – our favorite use of 
the material is as a zonker strip.  
Available in standard (1/8) zonker 
strip and in a micro cut (1/16) for use 
on smaller flies.

Micro 1/16"   Black - Brown - Crawdad - Natural Olive

Standard 1/8" Black - Natural Fox, Natural Gray - Natural Pine - Olive
Crawdad Orange - Olive +$.89



Caribou Fly Tying Hair $3.29
Caribou Fly Tying Hair is very light 
weight and is excellent for mice 
patterns.

Hareline Calf Body Hair $3.25
Hareline Calf Body Hair White is 
great to use for Wulff wings, 
parachutes and tailing.  White

Wapsi Natural Fur Dubbing $2.49
Wapsi Natural Fur Dubbing offers an 
excellent range of 100% pure fur.  
Great for tying nymph bodies.  The 
Beaver, Mink and Muskrat is great for 
dry flies do to the natural water 
shedding ability.  Great for tying 
Hares Ear fly patterns.  Available 14 d

Olive Hares Mask - Natural Black Squirrel - Muskrat
Beaver - Fox Squirrel Belly - Light Hares Mask

Dark Hares Mask - Camel - Gray Squirrel - Fox Squirrel
Pine Squirrel - Mink - Coyote Mask - Australlian Opossum

UV2 Elk Hair $7.25
Hareline Dubbin UV2 Elk Hair is 
excellent for tying dry flies, collars on 
streamers and baitfish patterns. UV2 
is a process of dying that enhances 
material, adds visibility and natural 
color spectrums

Bleached - Natural

Badger Fur $1.79
Wapsi Badger Hair features long, 
light colored hairs great for streamer 
wings and saltwater patterns. This 
hair has tan colored guard hairs 
marked with black and gray barring 
and cream tips. The cream underfur 
makes beautiful dubbed bodies. The 
very soft, but strong guard hairs offer 
great movement in the water. Badger 
hair is a key ingredient in several 
popular bonefish and redfish patterns.

Small - Large +$1.96

Muskrat Fur $1.95
Wapsi Muskrat fly tying fur is a great 
natural fly tying material that is great 
as a fly tying dubbing.

Natural

Beaver Hair $2.35
Beaver hair is one of the finest furs for 
fly tying and in particular for tying 
small dry flies.  The hair does not 
absorb water and the underfur dubs 
tightly down to size 22 and 24.  The 
guard hairs are also useful for tails 
and legs on nymph patterns.

Red Fox Fly Tying Fur $2.55
Patches of Red Fox fly tying fur on the 
skin. Large and small patches.

Small - Large +$1.70

Gray Fox Fly Tying Fur $2.15
Grey Fox fly tying fur is used in the 
same applications as Arctic Fox 
where a longer, slightly stiffer hair is 
preferable.  It is a very good choice 
for salmon and steelhead fly patterns.

Small - Large +$1.60

Hareline Dubbin Large Northern Bucktail $6.25
Hareline Dubbin Large Northern 
Bucktail has a wide variety of colors 
and is high quality. Fish love to eat 
Bucktail flies. Great for tying clousers 
and Deceivers as well as many other 
streamer patterns!

Black - Bright Purple - Brown - Camel - Chartreuse
Dark Blue - Fl. Blue - Fl. Cerise - Fl. Yellow

Forest Green - Gray - Gray Ghost - Hot Orange
Hot Pink - Lavender - Lt. Blue - Lt. Olive - Lt. Pink

Lime Green - Olive - Purple - Red - Root Beer - Rust



Thread Tinsel Wire Flash
UTC Monofilament Thread $1.29

UTC Monofilament thread is very 
useful on small flies, both as a 
primary tying thread and as a rib 
material. It is a good choice for 
making segmented bodies on caddis 
and midge pupa patterns as well as 
mayfly nymph bodies and ideal for 
making segmented

Ultrafine (.004) Clear - Fine (.006) Clear
Ultrafine (.004) Smoke - Fine (.006) Smoke

Medium (.008) Clear

Danville's Flymaster Plus (No Wax) 210 Denier $1.75
Danville Flymaster Plus Threads 
heavier than Flymaster 6/0 but the 
same high quality smoothness and 
more finess-able than the 3/0 thread.

Black - FL Orange - FL Green - FL Red - Light Olive
Olive - Red  - Tobacco Brown - White - Wine

Veevus Fly Tying Thread $3.25
World’s thinnest and strongest non-
GSP tying thread!  Extremely fine and 
lightweight. Unwaxed, made of two 
strands twisted together like a rope.  
Untwists and splits easily for dubbing 
loops.  Lays flat on the hook with 
minimal thread build-up making it 
perfect for tying smaller and delicate 
patterns.  100m per spool.

10/0 - 12/0 - 14/0 - 16/0
Black - Brown - Dark Olive - Dark Tan - Dun
FL Green - FL Orange - FL Yellow Chartreuse
Gray - Hot Orange - Light Cahill - Light Olive

Olive - Olive Dun - Orange - Pink - Red

Danville 16/0 Spiderweb White Thread $2.20
Used only for extremely small midge 
type flies. This thread enables even 
the novice to make good-looking 
small flies. 30 denier, has been 
measured at a breaking strength of 4 
oz. 100 yds. per spool.

Danville Monofilament Thread .006 $2.20
Great for any translucent fly pattern 
such as Mysis Shrimp or for ribbing 
scud patterns.

Danville 210 Denier Flymaster Plus Thread Waxed $2.00
Available in 19 different colors

Beige - Black - Brown - Cream - FL Fire Orange
FL Green -FL Orange - FL Red (Cerise) - FL Shrimp Pink

FL Yellow Chartreuse - Gray - LT Olive - Olive
Orange - Red - Tan - White - Wine - Yellow

Danville 140 Denier Thread Waxed $2.20
Danville Flymaster Plus Fly Tying 
Thread is heavier than Flymaster 6/0 
but the same high quality smoothness 
and more finess-able than the 3/0 
thread.

Adams Grey - Beige - Black - Brown - Cream - Dark Brown
Fl Blue - Fl Fire Orange - Fl Green - Fl Orange

Fl Red Cerise - Fl Shrimp Pink - Fl Yellow - Grey
Lt Olive - Olive - Orange - Peacock Green - Purple
Red - Tan - Watery Olive - White - Wine - Yellow

MFC Streamer Thread $2.75
Montana Fly Company Streamer 
Thread is a very strong 350 denier 
thread great for tying larger flies.  50 
Meters spool  

Black - Blue - Chartreuse - Flourescent Orange - Flourescent Pink
Flourescent Yellow - Green - Red - White



Uni-Thread Polyester Thread Waxed $2.45
Uni-Thread Polyester Thread is made 
of continuous polyester filaments 
slightly bonded.  The filaments are no 
twisted and tie virtually flat on the 
hook.  Waxed.

Available in

3/0 220 Denier 100 yds - 6/0 135 Denier 200 yds - 8/0 72 Denier 200 yds

Black - Brown - Dark Brown - FL. Chartreuse - Gray
Green - Iron Gray - Light Blue - Light Cahill - Olive

Olive Dun- Orange - Pink - Red - Rusty Brown - Tan - White

Kevlar 200 Denier $2.35
This is the same material used in 
bullet proof vests.  Super strong 
thread.  Natural Yellow

Ultra Thread 140 Denier $1.85
Ultra Thread is a strong, flat, smooth, 
lightly waxed, slow building nylon 
thread.  UTC 140 is a great general 
purpose thread for trout and other 
flies in the 6 to 16 range.  The 
breaking strength is about two 
pounds.  This thread will serve the 
beginning fly tyer well, as it is not too 
bulky and it strength prevents 
breaking the thread until proper 
techniques are learned.

Black - Blue Dun - Brown - Brown Olive - Brunt Orange-Cream-Dark Brown-Dark Gray
FL Cerise-FL Chartruese-FL Fire Orange-FL Green-FL Orange-FL Pink-FL Red

FL Shell Pink-FL White-FL Yellow-Gray Brown-Hopper Yellow-LT Olive-Olive
Olive Green-Peacock Blue-Purple-Red-Rusty Brown-Tan-Watery Olive-White

Wine-Wood Duck-Yellow-Yellow Olive

Shimmer $2.50
SHIMMER Picture holographic 
marabou is a blend of very fine nylon 
fibers with holographic fibers, it 
swims and breathes like marabou in 
the water only better and SHIMMER 
won't disappear after the first bite like 
marabou

Black - Brown - Brt Yellow - FL Orange - Fl Chartreuse
Fl Pink - Fl Yellow - Kelly Green - Olive

Orange - Purple - Polar White - Red - Rust
Silver Gray - Sky Blue - Tan

Barred Flashabou $4.45
Transparent colors with a solid black 
bar

Clear - FL Blue - FL Orange - FL Pink - FLYellow

Flashabou Mirage Blends $2.94
A blend of opal Mirage and 
Flashabou® are the components of 
the Flashabou® Mirage Blends.

Opal/Black  -  Opal/Copper  -  Opal/Gold  -  Opal/Holo Silver
Opal/Ice Blue - Opal Kelly Green -  Opal/Light Blue

Opal/Purple - Opal/Red - Opal/Silver - Opal/Sunburst

Flashabou $4.95
A flat mylar strand with maximum 
light-reactive surface area and 
tremendous movement works to 
entice lethargic fish to strike. 

Black - Bronze - Clear - Copper - Fuchsia
Gold - Kelly Green - Pearl - Pink
Purple - Red - Silver - Sky Blue

Krystal Flash $3.85
This supple, twisted, tinsel-type 
material creates more flash than most 
other tinsels and is very effective on 
streamers, bass bugs, flies and jigs

Alaskan Fuchsia-Bonefish Pink-Bonefish Tan-Copper-Dark Purple - FL Cerise
Fl Cerise-Fl Chartreus - Fl Fire Orange-Fl Shrimp Pink-Green-Grey Ghost

Hot Orange-Hot Yellow-Light Blue-Lime Green-Med Brown-Peacock-Pearl Blue
Pearl Red-Pink-Rainbow-Rootbeer-Royal Blue-Rusty Brown-Smoke Light Blue
UV Blue -UV Gray-UV Herring-UV Tan-UV Orange-UV Pearl-UV Pink-UV Purple



Midge Flash $4.25
Midge Flash is the smallest twisted 
mylar flash. It is great for the tiniest 
midges as well as saltwater patterns.  
This is a micro sized version of 
Krystal Flash.

Black - Black\Pearl - Baitfish Blue\Pearl - Copper - Cream\Pearl
FL Chartreuse\Pearl - FL Fire Orange\Pearl - FL Yellow\Pearl

Gold - Lt Dun\Pearl - Olive\Pearl - Peacock Green\Pearl
Pearl - Pink\Pearl - Purplr\Pearl - Red - Rootbeer\Pearl

Silver - Tan\Pearl - Yellow Pearl

Flashabou Mirage $2.94
Flashabou's reflective qualities are 
combined with color shifting 
technology to form an iridescent and 
holographic effect in a single fiber. 
The fibers actually change color with 
their surroundings, much like the 
scales of real minnows.

FL Chartreuse - FL Yellow - Light Blue
Opal - Orange - Pink - Purple

MFC Barred Sexi-Floss $3.50
Speckled Sexi Floss, that eliminates 
having to mark up with permanent 
marker. Sexi-Floss is a crinkly 
spandex, dyed to the most popular 
tying colors. It is great for wrapping 
bodies, legs, and antennae. A great 
substitute for Round Rubber.

Small - Medium
Amber - Brown - Chartreuse - Copper - Copper Brown
Cream - Fuchsia - Golden Yellow - Grey - Hot Yellow

Light Blue - Olive - Orange - Pink - Purple - Red
Tan - White - Yellow

Hareline Lateral Scale Opal Mirage $4.90
Two sizes of Opal Mirage Lateral 
Scale for add flash to wings to 
steelhead and salmon patterns, 
saltwater bait fish patterns and much 
more. Great for Barr style flies wing 
cases, ribs and bodies.

1/16" - 1/69"

UNI Mylar Double Sided Tinsel $1.85
A flat Mylar tinsel with a different color 
on each side. Can be wound with 
either side showing, depending on the 
color you need for a specific pattern.

#10 1/16" - #12 3/64" - #14 1/32" - #16 1/69"
Copper / Blue - Peacock / Orange  - Red / Green  - Silver / Gold

Mylar Tinsel $2.20
Spirit River Inc's mylar tinsel does not 
tarnish, and having both colors on the 
same strand add versatility.

Fine #16 to #18 - Small #14
Medium #12 - Large #10

MFC Oval Tinsel  (Spooled) $2.75
Montana Fly Company's Oval Tinsel 
adda a beautiful accent to your fly 
patterns. It is 240 denier. Made in 
Italy.  

Black - Black Gold - Black Pink - Black Claret - Black Copper
Black Red - Black Purple - Blue - Claret - Copper

Silver - Black Olive

Mirage Tinsel Opal $1.95
A reflective tinsel with color shifting 
properties.  Creates an iridescent, 
chameleon effect.  Perfect for 
flashbacks.  Comes in sizes 

Small 1/69 - Medium 1/32 - Large 1/16



Teazer Tinsel $2.54
Teazer Tinsel is a large fly tinsel with 
plenty of flash, cut at 1/16" wide. A 
must have for bass, pike, saltwater or 
any large patterns.  13" - 15" hank, 
Approxametly 87 strands

Aqua - Light Blue - Dark Blue - Burgundy - Bronze - Emerald Green
FL Fuchsia - FL Orange -  Holo Fuchsia -  Iridescent -  Orange

Red - Lime - FL Pink - Purple - Silver - FL Yellow - Olive

Mirage Accent Opal $2.94
Mirage Accent is a twisted, highly 
reflective fiber that is ideal for both 
fresh and saltwater flies.  Each pack 
contains approximately 4 grams of 
fibers, 1/100 inch wide by 10 inches 
long.

French Oval Tinsel Silver $3.95
Genuine French tinsel, varnished to 
resist tarnishing. An extra strong core 
provides strength for longer lasting 
flies. The tinsel is imported in bulk 
and spooled in the U.S. by Wapsi at a 
much lower price to you. Lengths 
range from 20 yds. (x-small and 
small) to 6 yds. (Large).

X-Small - Small - Medium - Large - X-Large

Copper - Gold - Silver

Hologrpahic Tinsel $2.50
May be used whenever mylar is 
recommended if you're interested in 
adding more flash and dazzle to your 
creations.

1/32 Black - 1/32 Blue - 1/32 Green
1/32 Purple - 1/32 Red - 1/32 Silver - 1/64 Gold - 1/64 Silver

Flashback Tinsel $1.76
Flashback tinsel is a selection of Ultra 
tinsel sized for use on flashback 
nymphs.  Use size 1/32 for hook sizes 
16 to 20 and size 1/16 for hokk sizes 
10 to a4.  Available in Black -
Copper - Golden Olive - Green -
Red - Red Pearl - Silver

Medium 1/32 - Large 1/16

Black - Copper - Golden Olive
Green - Red - Red Pearl - Silver

Fine Wire $2.20
Fine Wire is used in everything from 
Elk Hair Caddis to Wooly Buggers. 
There are approximately 20 yards of 
wire per spool. (standard bobbin 
spools)

Gold - Silver

Colored Dead Soft Copper Wire $2.50
Larva Lace Colored Dead Soft 
Copper.  Can be used in a variety of 
ways.  5 colors available.  Comes in 
28 Guage and 32 Guage.  100 Feet 
per spool.

Black - Chartreuse - Gold - Red - Silver

Ultra Wire $2.75
Non-tarnishing copper wire in colors 
and sizes perfect for the fly tier.

Extra Small - Brassie - Small - Medium
Amber - Black - Brown Copper - Blue - Chartreuse

Green - Gold - Red - Silver - Wine



Cements Thinners Wax Treatments
Loon Outdoors Swax $5.50

The High Tack is dubbing wax with a 
extra tack added; perfect for applying 
dubbing to the finest of threads for 
patterns calling for extra bulk. The 
Low Tack is perfect for applying 
dubbing to the finest of threads while 
helping to craft realistic looking 
bodies on smaller dry flies and 
nymphs. Ideal for use with patterns 
that require less bulk, Swax washes 
easily from your hands, leaving your 
fingers stick-free!

High Tack - Low Tack

Hard as Hull Cement Thinner $4.95
Thinner for Hard as Hull Cement.

Fritz Von Schlegel Head Cement $5.80
Easy to apply, medium consistency 
head cement that comes in one the 
handiest applicator bottles you will 
ever find. No spills and easy to get it 
where you want it. Great for use on 
larger flies.

Head Strong Flexible Tying Cement $4.25
Dries quickly. Dries clear with a 
flexible, extremely durable finish. 
Great for repairing small holes in 
waders

Loon Outdoors Water-Based Flex Head Cement Syste m $7.95
A thin, odorless, non-toxic water-
based head cement with applicator 
system for precise applications. 
Never breathe toxic or smelly fumes 
again!

Loon Outdoors Water-Based Head Cement $6.50
Loon Outdoors Water-based Head 
Cement is a thin, waterbased head 
cement that is odorless and non-toxic. 
Never breathe toxic or smelly fumes 
again!

Penetrator Hard as Hull Cement $5.40
A thinner version of the original Hard 
As Hull that will soak into thread 
heads faster.

Loon Outdoors Swax Low Tack $5.50
Dubbing wax perfect for applying 
dubbing to the finest of threads while 
helping to craft realistic looking 
bodies on smaller dry flies and 
nymphs. Ideal for use with patterns 
that require less bulk, Swax washes 
easily from your hands, leaving your 
fingers stick-free!



Loon  UV Clear Fly Finish 1/2 oz. $12.90
UV Clear Fly Finish is for those who 
believe five minutes to cure is five 
minutes too long. No mixing or 
waiting is required, and it remains 
workable until exposed to direct 
sunlight 

Flow - Thick - Thin

Loon Outdoors Soft Head $7.50
Soft Head is a thick one-part head 
cement. It is odorless, non-toxic, and 
dries soft and pliable.

Black - Clear

Hard as Hull Cement $5.40
Super tough head cement. Finish is 
very hard and durable. Hard as Hull 
applicator applies cement evenly and 
accurately. Seals all fly tying threads 
and flosses. 

Loon Outdoors Hydrostop Fly Treatment $7.50
Hydrostop permanently treats new 
flies with a floatant. Coming in a 
conveniently large container hundreds 
of flies can be treated, dozens at a 
time. Flies allowed to soak for 5 
minutes and then dried overnight will 
float higher.

Hareline Dubbin Touch Dub Wax $3.60
Available in a Large Tube size for you 
fly tying bench, or a smaller Travel 
Oval tube for when your on the road.

Large +$1.80 - Travel Oval

Loon UV Clear Fly Finish  Thick  1/2 oz. $12.70
High Viscosity UV Resin that builds 
and cures almost instantly.

Loon UV Fly Paint $16.95
UV Fly Paint is the perfect way to 
instantly add bold or subtle details to 
a fly, or to change the color all 
together. 

Orange - Red - Yellow

Loon Outdoors Water-Based Thinner $5.50
Loon Outdoors Water-based thinner 
is used for altering the viscosity of 
Loon's head cements to your exact 
specifications.  Helps head cements 
last longer.

Softex $11.60
Make epoxy-type flies without the 
mess of mixing! A transparent, 
viscous adhesive that gives flies a 
pliable, realistic feel. Ideal for 
saltwater flies

Solarez Fly Tie 3 Pack $13.33
The Solarez Fly Tie 3 Pack contains 
all three of our Solarez fly-tie UV 
resins. Each comes in a 5-gram tube 
(1/10 oz) with applicator tip – ample 
for many flies.



Solarez Fly Tie COLOR 5 gram Bottle w Brush Cap $10.85
Each color comes in a 5-gram bottle 
with a fine tip applicator brush.  It 
cures best with a Solarez “Resinator” 
flashlight it is outstanding for hot 
spots / trigger points. The 
interference pigments have more 
pronounced effect over darker colors, 
however pearl over white has a nice 
effect too.

LOW ODOR, CURES IN SECONDS, 
GUARANTEED TACK-FREE WHEN 
CURED WITH OUR SOLAREZ UV 
LIGHT SYSTEMS!

Black - Chocolate Brown - Copper Shimmer - Dijon Mustard
Emerald Green - Firemist Blue Sparkle - FL Chartreuse

FL Grape - FL Green - FL Orange - FL Hot Pink
FL Red - Red Oxide - Silver - Topaz Sparkle - Violet Sparkle

White

Zap-A-Gap Brush On $5.09
Zap-A-Gap with a handy brush on 
applicator.  1/4 oz

Zap-A-Gap $5.25
Thick gap filling formula with acutip or 
handy brush on appliator.  1/4 oz

Tube - Brush-on

Loon Outdoors Fluorescing UV Clear Fly Finish $14.90
At depths as shallow as a few feet, 
even bright flies can appear dull and 
disappear into the background in the 
dark underwater world. Loon 
Outdoors Fluorescing UV Clear Fly 
Finish performs just like UV Clear Fly 
Finish Flow, and takes the UV light 
that is available underwater and 
reflects it as a color more visible to 
fish.

Solarez Fly Tie Formula 5 Gram $5.42
The Solarez Fly Tie FLEX Formula 
can be used to create a flexible finish 
for swimming flies or other flexible 
parts and can also be used for wader 
repair.  It is great for coating knots for 
strength.  The viscous formula is easy 
to work with.

5 Gram 1/10 Oz tube

Flex - Thick - Thin

Solarez Roadie Pack $30.75
The Solarez roadie Pack contains all 
three of The Solarez fly-tie UV 
resinsThin-Hard, Thick-Hard, & FLEX 
formulas. Each comes in a 5-gram 
tube (1/10 oz) with applicator tip. Also 
included is a UV Very High Output 
flashlight with optimal wavelength.

Loon Outdoors Hard Head Fly Finish $7.50
Never mix epoxy again! Hard Head is 
an odorless, non-toxic, thick head 
cement perfect for building glossy 
heads and bodies. Dries hard and 
glossy.

Black - Blue - Clear - Green
Orange - Pink - Red - Yellow

Loon Outdoors Mixing Cup $7.50
The Mixing Cup is the perfect vessel 
for modifying head cements and UV 
Clear Fly Finish, and all but 
eliminates clean-up. Because 
cements will not bond to the Mixing 
Cup, once cured they will pop out.



Fly Tying Hooks
Description Options Price

Daiichi 1110 Bronze Finish Hooks Sizes 12 thru 26 - 25 Pack 12-14-16-18-20-22-24-26

This hook was designed by Jim Lepage and the Orvis Co. and patented as the "Big Eye" hook, in 1990. This hook features an 
oversized eye to facilitate easy threading of tippet material, and has the dimensions of a modern dry fly hook, including a slightly 
wider gape than a Mustad 94840 standard dry fly hook.   Bronze   25 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi 1130 Wide-Gape Scud Hook 10-12-14-16-18-20-22-24

Wide-Gape Scud Hook  Bronze 25 Per Package

Tiemco introduced continuos bend hooks into the American fly tying market in the 1980's.  This particular style is similar to the 
TMC 2487, which quickly became popularly known as a "Scud Hook" because of its shape, which is similar to the curve of 
freshwater shrimp (scud).  Flies tied on hooks with bent shanks or continuous bends have a more natural shape or look more 
lifelike according to many fishers.

$6.00

Daiichi 1140 Special Wide-Gape Hook 18-20-22

Special Wide-Gape Hook  Daiichi introduced this up-eye version of the scud hook in 1990.  By incorporating an up-eye, this 
design gives the hook a larger "bite".  In other words, a down-eye would significantly restrict the hooking ability of this hook by 
closing off the gape.  Bronze  25 Per Package

Available in bronze

$6.85

Daiichi 1150 Heavy Wide-Gape Hook 8-10-12-14-16-18

Heavy Wide-Gape Hook This hook design is similar to hooks used in England and Europe as bait hooks for carp.  In fly-fishing, it 
works great for nymphs, larvae, scuds, shrimp, or bead-head flies.  The heavier than standard wire is preferred by some to give 
flies more weight and more strength.  Bronze 25 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi 1270 Curved Fly Tying Hook 6-6-8-10-12-14-16-18-20

York bend, straight eye, 3X long shank, curved shank
Use for hoppers, terrestrials, stonefly nymphs.  Bronze 25 Per Package

$6.25

Daiichi 1273 Multi-Use Curved Hook 8-10-12-14-16-18-20-22

Multi-Use Curved Hook - The york bend was developed by Daiichi to simulate a more natural looking curved hook.  Many tiers 
feel that these curved hooks impart amore life like natural appearance in the flies they create. This 3X-long model is perfect for 
bead head nymphs, hoppers, and other dry flies. Caution - This is a standard wire hook only.
Red finish  25 Per Package

$7.10

Daiichi 1280 Hooks 6 - 8- 10 -12 - 14 -16

2X Long Dry Fly Hook has a round bend, Down-Eye, 1X Fine Mini Barb.  Use for Stoneflies, Hoppers, Damsel Flies and other 
dry fly patterns.  Bronze  25 Per Package

$6.25

Daiichi 1310 Short-Shank Dry Fly Hook 8-10-12-14-16-18-20-22

Short-Shank Dry Fly Hook - A "short shank" hook is an interesting tool for a tier. If you tie a standard length pattern on a short 
shank hook, you select one size larger than normal - a size 12 Adams fits on a size 10 "short shank". This does two things that 
may be beneficial. First it gives you one size heavier wire, therefore increased strength. It also gives a wider gape for increased 
hooking effectiveness. Of course, these hooks are also used for short dry flies, spiders, beetles, ants, etc.  Bronze 25 Per 
Package

$6.00



Description Options Price

Daiichi 1520 Steelhead Egg Hook 6-8-10

Steelhead Egg Hook - In the early days of fly tying and fly-fishing, "wet flies" were king. Dry flies and nymphs today are more 
popular, but wet flies, which are fished subsurface, are still very successful for catching trout, steelhead, and salmon. Wet flies 
do not closely imitate natural insects or bait fish, but give the impression of emerging mayflies. This hook is a "modern" version 
of the traditional wet fly hook. The heavy wire helps the fly sink and the extra strength makes this hook a great tool for steelhead 
and large trout.  Bronze  25 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi 1550 Standard Wet Fly Hook 8-10-12-14-16-18

This is the traditional "wet fly" hook.  Wet flies are time honored, successful, subsurface patterns. (see 1530) These hooks 
feature a more gradual curve of the wire in the transition from the straight shank to the bottom of the bend. This shape is 
associated with an early English hook-maker named Sproat and today is still referred to as a sproat bend. Dedicated fly tiers 
consider this as the proper bend to give wet flies their aesthetic beauty.  Bronze  25 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi 1730 Stonefly Nymph Hook 4-6-8-10-12-14

tonefly Nymph Hook - This hook was specifically designed to enhance the "natural appearance" of stonefly nymph fly patterns. In 
older fly tying recipes, tiers were often instructed to bend the hook shank of a typical 3X or 4X-long hook down, that way the final 
product exhibits a curved or bent body more closely resembling the actual nymphs which bend between the thorax and abdomen 
when they free swim. Bronze  25 Per Package

$6.75

Daiichi 1760 Wet / Nymph Hook 4-6-8-10-12-14-16-18

Wet / Nymph Hooks - Round bend, down-eye, 2x-heavy wire,
2x-long, curved shank, forged  Bronze 25 Per Package

$6.25

Daiichi 1770 Swimming Nymph Hook 6-8-10-12-14-16

Swimming Nymph Hook - In the mid 1980's, Daiichi introduced this "swimming nymph" hook to form the foundation for swimming 
mayfly nymph artificials, and for flies imitating leeches or worms. The gentle "s" curve helps give a life like appearance to these 
creations.  Bronze 25 Per Package

$6.75

Daiichi 1870 Larva Hook 4-6-8-10-12-14

Larva Hook - Dr. Gary Borger conceptualized and helped us create the design for this hook. It is an improved version of the 
swimming nymph hook (1770) and it features 2X-heavy wire. The gentle york bend facilitates the use of beads for bead head 
nymphs. The design of this hook is truly unique because the eye of the hook is lower than the spear and point of the hook.  As a 
fly rides upright in the water. This allows for a better jigging action as the fly is retrieved with short, jerking motions. Bronze  25 
Per Package

$7.75

Daiichi 2141 Straight Eye Salmon Hook 1 - 2 - 4 - 6

Straight-Eye Salmon Hook - This heavy wire salmon hook was designed for catching steelhead and salmon. The heavy wire 
gives extra weight to get the fly down to proper fishing depth and for great holding power. The limerick bend is the traditional 
bend of choice for salmon fishers around the globe, because hooked fish generally do not escape. The gape of this hook is 
wider than normal for extra bite. Black 10 Per Package

$6.25

Daiichi 2151 Curved-Shank Salmon Hook 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10

Curved-Shank Salmon Hook - Bob Johns, a noted fly tier and hook designer created this "Bartlett" style hook in the 1970's. He 
preferred this straight eye version to the more popular "up-eye" for his personal flies. This hook can be used to create beautiful 
curved nymphs for steelhead.
Black 10 Per Package

$6.60



Description Options Price

Daiichi 2451 Short Shank Salmon Hook 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

Short-Shank Salmon Hook-The O'Shaughnessy hook is a traditional, time honored design that has survived from the days of 
hand-made hooks with little change. The distinctive bend, straight eye, short shank, and flat forging are key elements that 
combine to form this efficient fishing tool. Originally make of iron, the flat forging, gentle bend and long spear gave this hook the 
strength to survive intact across two centuries, still wearing the name of it's originator.  This standard hook is useful for all kinds 
of fishing situations, especially in bottom searching steelhead flies.  Black finish. Sizes 1 & 2 15 Per Package Sizes 6 to 8  18 
Per Package

$6.25

Daiichi 2546 Stainless Salt Water Hook 1 - 2 - 4 - 6

Stainless Salt Water Hook Same as 2451 except made of stainless steel wire.  Daiichi does not chemically sharpen these hooks 
because the process does not work favorably with this alloy. These hooks have ground needlepoints. They will not rust in salt or 
brackish waters.  Stainless Steel Saltwater  20 Per Package

$7.95

Daiichi 2571 Boss Steelhead Hook 2 - 4 - 6

Boss Steelhead Hook- This short shanked hook was designed for fly-fishing for steelhead. It has heavy wire for sinking the fly 
and for holding large, powerful steelhead trout. It can be used for a variety of popular steelhead fly patterns, such as, eggs, glo-
bugs, nymphs, comets, and other wet flies.  Black finish.  25 Per Package

$7.95

Daiichi 2720 Wide Gape Stinger Hook 2 - 1/0 - 3/0

Daiichi 2720 - Wide-Gape "Stinger Hook" This unique hook was designed by a bass fisherman who wanted a better hook to use 
on his poppers.  The wide-gape bend is very effective at holding bass once they are hooked because the spear of the hook 
angles back towards the eye of the hook.  This bend shape allows the popper or fly manufacturer to attach a small loop of stiff 
nylon monofilament at he bottom of the bend and just behind the eye to form and effective weed guard.  This is the hook of 
choice for bass and panfish poppers and deerhair bass flies.  Nickel Finish.  Available in sizes 2 - 1/0 - 3/0   10 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi 4640 60 Degree Jig Hook 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16

Daiichi 4640 60 Degree Heavy Jig Hook.  Limerick bend, heavy wire, long shank bent 60 degrees, flat eye, bronze finish. Uses:
Jigs using slotted or regular beads.

$5.60

Daiichi 4660 90 Degree Standard Jig Fly Tying Hooks 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

Daiichi 4660 90 Degree Standard Jig Fly Tying Hooks feature a Aberdeen bend, shank bent 90 degrees, flat eye.

$5.60

Daiichi Alec Jackson Spey Hooks 3 - 5 - 7 - 1.5 - 3/0

Alec Jackson Spey Fly Hook - Alec Jackson is a fly tier and hook designer who lives in the Seattle, WA area. This hook was 
specifically designed by Alec to produce spey flies that appeal aesthetically to both men and fish. Also preferred by many tiers, 
who tie collectable "full dressed" Atlantic salmon flies, this is the hook of choice for many salmon and steelhead fishers in the 
Pacific Northwest.  Available in Black, Silver, Gold finishes.  10 per Package

$12.00

Daiichi Bronze Finish 1100 Hooks 16 - 18 - 20 - 22 - 24

In 1990 Jim Lepage and the Orvis Co. designed and patented the original "Big Eye" hook.  The original big eye was a straight 
eyed dry fly hook with an oversized eye (Daiichi 1110) to facilitate easy threading of tippets. Style #1100 was introduced in 1994. 
It is the same basic design as to 1110 except it is the down-eyed version, which is more popular for dry flies.  Bronze 25 Per 
Package

$6.00



Description Options Price

Daiichi Klinkhamer Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14

Hans van Klinken created The Klinkhamer Special as a caddis emerger imitation. His signature hooks are great for many kinds 
of emerger patterns. Curved shank, wide gape, slightly heavy wire, straight-eye Uses: Klinkhamers, Emergers, Caseless Caddis 
Nymphs and Gammarus Patterns
Bronze or Black finish  25 Per Package

$6.00

Daiichi X472 Long Shank Salt Water Hook 2 - 4 - 1/0 - 2/0

Daiichi X472- Long-Shank Salt Water Hook This hook is shaped like the X452 except the shank is extended to form a more 
useful base for tying saltwater streamers or for use in poppers.  The O'Shaughnessy hook shape is very popular for saltwater 
fishing flies.  White Saltwater finish.  Avaiable in sizes 2 (12 per Pkg) - 4 (15 per Pkg) - 1/0 (10 per Pkg) - 2/0 (10 per Pkg)

$9.95

Daiichi X510 Steelhead Hook 4 - 6 - 8 - 10

Steelhead Hook Wide gape, short shank and heavy wire identify this hook as a useful tool for catching and holding steelhead on 
small egg-patterns or glo-bugs.  Bronze 25 Per Package

$8.95

Firehole Sticks 315 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

Standard length hook with a 2X gape. It has a straight eye and is formed from a heavy weight wire.  Great for stonefly patterns, 
caddis emergers, and Czech nymphs. In the smaller sizes it makes for a good Klinkhammer hook.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 316 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

Standard length hook with a 2X gape. It has a straight eye and is formed from a medium weight wire. Excellent Hook for a 
number of patterns. Especially good for caddis, emergers, and Czech nymphs.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 317 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

Standard length hook with a 1X gape. It has a straight eye and is formed from a medium weight wire. Excellent hook for 
klinkhammer, emergers, and general nymphs where you want an more natural bend.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 320 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

Standard length hook with a 1X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a medium weight wire. Great to use for general scud
and pupa patterns. The wide gap allows room for a mid body bead to be added to scud patterns.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 321 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

Standard length hook with a 1X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a medium weight wire ultipurpose scud style hook. 
Use it for general scud and pupa patterns.  36 per package

$7.25



Description Options Price

Firehole Sticks 413 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

The Firehole Sticks 413 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks are a 2X short length hook with a 3X gape. It has a straight eye and is formed 
from a medium weight wire.. The short shank, deep bend and extra wide gape make it truly an all purpose hook.   36 per 
package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 419 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

This is a standard length hook with a 2X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a light weight wire. Super nice wide gape
and extended retention point.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 516 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

Heavy jig style hook with a 60 degree bend at the eye.  1X gape and is formed from a heavy weight wire.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 523 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14

The 523 is a 3XL version of the 516. To compensate for the additional leverage generated from the extended length Firehole 
Outdoors increased the wire diameter by one size, e.g. 523 #10 and 516 #8 have the same wire diameter.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 551 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20

The Firehole Sticks 551 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks are a heavy jig style hook with a 60 degree bend at the eye. It is designed to 
allow for larger beads without impeding the gape opening.  This is a 1X long length jig hook with a 1X gape. It has a 60 degree 
down eye and is formed from a heavy weight wire.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 570 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

The Firehole Sticks 570 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks are a heavy jig style hook with a 60 degree bend at the eye specifically 
designed for streamer style flies.  This is a 1X long length hook with a 2X gape. It has a 60 degree down eye and is formed from 
a heavy weight wire  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 609 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

This is a standard length hook with a 1X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a medium weight wire. Can be used with a 
bead as the wider gape keeps from crowding the point.   36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 618 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16

The Firehole Sticks 618 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks is a perfect hook for foam flies and is equally at home used for extended 
length nymphs.  This is a 2X long length hook with a 2X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a medium weight wire.  36 
per package

$7.25



Description Options Price

Firehole Sticks 633 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

This is a 1X long length nymph hook with a 2X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a heavy weight wire. Perfect for 
beadhead patterns.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 637 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

Perfect choice for lake nymphs, traditional ‘wet’ flies and the best egg hook ever. The 2X gape allows room for beads even on a 
short hook.  1X Short  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 714  Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

The Firehole Sticks 714  Barbless Fly Tying Hooks are a perfect barbless hook for intruders, tube flies, and other flies with trailer 
hooks.  This is a intruder/trailer style hook with a 2X gape. It has an up eye and is formed from a extra heavy weight wire.   36 
per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 718 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 4 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

Extended length hook with a 2X+ gape. It has a straight eye and is formed from a medium-heavy weight wire. Great for 
Stimulators or Hoppers.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 811 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 1 - 2 - 4 - 6

This is a 3X length heavy streamer hook with a 2X+ gape. It has a straight eye and is formed from a extra heavy weight wire. 28 
per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 839 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 2 - 4- 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16

This is a 3X long length hook with a 2X gape. It has a down eye and is formed from a extra heavy weight wire. Great for buggers 
or streamers.  36 per package

$7.25

Firehole Sticks 860 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks 1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

The Firehole Sticks 860 Barbless Fly Tying Hooks are a really nice, heavy streamer hook. Great choice articulated flies, sliders, 
and hair bugs. The 860 is perfectly paired with our articulated shanks, AS1 & AS2.  This is a 3X length hook with a 3X gape. It 
has a straight eye and is formed from a extra heavy weight wire.  36 per package

$7.25

Teimco 7999 Fly Tying Hooks 1/0-2/0-2-4-6-8

Salmon/Steelhead Wet Fly Up-turned tapered loop-eye Heavy Wire Forged  Black  25 Per Package

$14.95



Description Options Price

Tiemco 105 Egg Fly Hook 4 - 6 - 8 - 10

Straight eye,Reversed bend,2X heavy, 5X short, Forged, Bronze Uses egg flies, glow bugs, tube flies.

$10.75

Tiemco 200R Nymph & Dry Fly Hooks 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 -18 -20 - 22

Nymph & Dry Fly Hooks - Straight eye, 3X long shank, bronze; Used for nymphs and dry flies  Bronze  25 Per Package

$6.50

Tiemco 2457 Caddis Pupae Shrimp Hook 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

Tiemco 2457 Caddis Pupae Shrimp Hook - 2X Heavy - 2X Wide - 2X Short - Forged - Bronze - 25 Per Package

$9.25

Tiemco 2487 Fly Tying Hooks 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 -18 -20 - 22 - 24

Down eye, 2X short shank, 1X fine wire, 2X wide gape, Use for caddis pupae, midge emerger, shrimp  Bronze  25 Per Package

$5.65

Tiemco 2499SP-BL fly tying hooks 6-8-10-12-14-16-18

Ultra modern curved short shank fly hook with SPR-BL point.  Excellant hook for steelhead nymphs.  Designed based on 
TMC2488 but with 2X heavy wire for added strength as on TMC2457.  SPR-Barbless point(round point).Great for emergers, 
pupae & larva, shrimps, eggs etc. Popular in Europe for Check-nymphs. Bronze 25 Per Package

$11.25

Tiemco 3769 Wet/Nymph Hook 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18

The standard down-eye hook for wet flies and nymphs. This model combines a sproat bend with 2X-heavy wire for added 
strength. A proven choice for many types of sub-surface flies.  Bronze  25 Per Package

$5.95

Tiemco 5262 Nymph & Streamer Hooks 4-6-8-10-12-14-16-18

Perfect Bend, Down Eye, 2X Heavy, 2X Long, Forged, Bronze  25 Per Package

$8.29



Scissors
Griffin Standard Scissors $10.25

A high quality scissors with a very fine 
point. The edge on one blade is 
serrated for a sure cutting grip. It 
comes with large blue finger loops for 
an easy grip. The blue and stainless 
steel combination is very attractive. 
Add to this a satin finish and you have 
one very handsome tool. Imported.

Griffin Arrow Point Scissors $10.25
This practical scissor is a serrated all 
stainless steel scissor with a very fine 
tip for extremely precise detail 
trimming. It comes with gold finger 
loops and satin finish. Fine quality 
throughout. Imported.

StreamWorks 4 inch All Purpose TC Dressing $24.98
All purpose dressing Tungsten 
Carbide scissors.  4 inch length

Anvil USA's Long Reach Accu-Tip $17.95
The Anvil USA's Long Reach Accu-
Tip scissors are available in either the 
straight or 

curved version. Both feature user 
adjustable cushioned handles, "Ice 
Tempered" stainless 

steel construction, and one micro 
serrated blade for non-slip precision 
cutting.

Anvil USA's Mini Accu-Tip $17.35
The Anvil USA's Mini Accu-Tip 
scissor feature super short cushioned 
handles for ultra control -"Ice 
Tempered" stainless steel 
construction - and have one blade 
micro serrated for precision non-slip 
cuts.

New Phase 5 Inch Razor Scissors $24.99
The New Phase 5 Inch Razor 
Scissors feature aÂ thumb screw 
adjustable tension.

New Phase 5 Inch Tungsten Carbide Scissors $15.49
New Phase 5 Inch Tungsten Carbide 
Scissors are extremely sharp and will 
stay that way.

Italian Ringlock 3.75 inch Straight Scissor $33.25
Scissors, Pizza, Chianti and Ferrari. 
Gotta love Italy! When the screw 
loosens on a pair of scissors, the 
cutting efficiency and precision 
sharply declines. The Italian Ringlock 
3.75 inch Straight Scissor, Ring Lock 
System resolves this problem by k

StreamWorks 4 inch All Purpose Curved $10.98
Curved, all purpose, surgical grade 
blades have micro serrations and 
razor sharp edges for cutting all types 
of material. Curved blades make 
trimming spun hair quick and easy. 
Ergonomically designed for comfort 
and ease of use.  Durable, high 
quality finish will last a lifetime.  4 Inch 
Length

StreamWorks 4 Inch Open Loop Serrated Edge $10.98
Straight, surgical grade edges have 
micro serrations which aid in trimming 
and cutting hair and other coarse 
materials. Fine points allow for very 
close cropping of materials, or for fine 
tuning the fly. Open loop handles 
adjust to fit all finger sizes. Great for 
production tying.  Handles dipped in 
black plastisol.  Length 4 inches



StreamWorks 3.5 Inch Arrow Point Tungsten Carbide $24.98
Tungsten carbide edges have micro 
serrations for trimming and cutting 
fine materials. Arrow points allow for 
very close cropping of materials. 
Great for fine tuning the head of a fly.

StreamWorks 3.5 inch Serrated Edge $9.98
These Surgical grade, Micro serrated 
edged blades cut coarse materials 
like deer hair and synthetic fibers 
quickly and cleanly.  Ergonomic 
design along with large finger loops.  
3.5 Inches

StreamWorks 4.5 Inch Curved Arrow Point $10.98
Arrow point, curved surgical grade 
edge have micro serrations for 
trimming and cutting fine materials. 
Arrow points allow for very close 
cropping of materials. Great for fine 
tuning the head of a fly. Curved points 
make contouring fly bodies and wings 
quick and easy.  Ergonomically 
designed for comfort and ease of use. 
Length 4.5 inches

StreamWorks 4.5 Inch Spring Action $11.98
Surgical grade cutting blades are 
spring loaded for quick and easy 
cutting. The razor sharp blades are 
always open, ready for use. Extra fine 
points aid in tying midge patterns and 
doing finish work around the head of a 
fly.  Surgical grade stainless steel.  
Quality finish will last a lifetime.  
Ergonomically designed for comfort 
and ease of use.  Length 4.5 inches

StreamWorks 4.5 Inch Striaght Micro Point $11.98
Micro point, straight, Precision 
ground, serrated surgical grade edges 
aid in trimming and cutting hair and 
other tough materials. Micro tips allow 
for close cropping of hackles, wings 
and other materials. Great for fine 
tuning the fly.  Ergonomically 
designed for comfort and ease of use.  
Length 4.5 inches.

New Phase 4 Inch All Purpose Scissors $9.95
New Phase 4 Inch All Purpose 
Scissors are extremely sharp and will 
stay that way.

Anvil USA's Ultimate Taperizer $24.95
The Anvil USA's Ultimate Taperizer 
scissor was specifically designed to 
permit the 

thinning of synthetic and natural wing 
materials. The special slots allow the 
thinning and 

blending of fibers in one easy step, 
giving a lifelike appearance in far less 
time than 

conventional methods. It is ideally 
suited for your larger saltwater flies.



Fly Tying Tools
Economy Material Bobbin $3.45

Perfect Bobbin for Spooled thread, 
wire and other fly tying materials

Bobbin Threader $1.75
The Terra Bobbin threader is a must 
have when loading thread in you 
Bobbin. No more wasting time 
changing thread.

Stonofo Elite Disc Drag Bobbins $21.65
These top quality light weight 
machined bobbins have a hardened 
steel tip insert and countersunk feed 
that allows thread to glide through the 
tube for super-smooth threading and 
tying. The adjustable disc drag 
enables you to fine tune the tension 
on your thread. The Saltwater 
Streamer option has a wider tube to 
enable larger diameter thread. The 
compact version is great for working 
in tight spaces.

Economy Standard Bobbin $3.45
Perfect Bobbin for Spooled thread, 
wire and other fly tying materials

StreamWorks 4.75 Inch Ceramic Bobbin $11.98
This 4.75 inch bobbin uses ceramic 
sleeve inserts in the tube to prevent 
line grooves. No more tearing and 
breaking of thread. Delrin pads 
provide smooth rotation for the thread 
spool. The long neck makes it easy to 
control thread positioning on larger 
flies

Dr Slick Ceramic Bobbin $15.15
The Dr Slcik Ceramic Bobbins feature 
dual ceramic inserts, delrin feet. Arms 
on the 4" model are sprung to hold 
even the smallest spools.  

Available in 
 3 Inch
 4 Inch
 4.75 Inch

Dr Slick Stainless Steel Bobbin Threader $7.15
Dr Slick Stainless Steel Bobbin 
Threader a threader on one end and a 
half hitch tool on the other.

StreamWorks 4 Inch Ceramic Bobbin $10.98
This 4 inch bobbin uses ceramic 
sleeve inserts in the tube to prevent 
line grooves. No more tearing and 
breaking of thread. Delrin pads 
provide smooth rotation for the thread 
spool. The long neck makes it easy to 
control thread positioning on larger 
flies.

Hareline Dubbin Whip Finisher $4.40
Hareline Dubbin Whip finishers are 
an essential tool for the fly tyer.  

Griffin Tying Tools Whip Finisher/Rotating $8.65
The spring design of the Griffin Tying 
Tools Whip Finisher/Rotating allows 
you to add that extra wrap and still 
release the tool easily.



StreamWorks 4 Inch Rotating Hackle Pliers $6.98
High quality spring loaded pliers 
rotate smoothly on a long handle, 
making it easy to wind and control 
larger hackles on larger hooks. A 
rubber sleeve over one of the jaws 
prevents hackles from slipping off the 
pliers. Also eliminates hackle tip 
damage.

StreamWorks 5.5 Inch Large Whip Finisher $6.98
Ergonomically designed to assist in 
creating a clean tie-off of fly heads. 
Swivel tubed handle rotates smoothly, 
allowing for quick and easy tie-off of 
thread. Extra length for most larger 
hook sizes.

Terra Spring Whip Finisher $3.25
The Terra Spring Whip Finisher is a 
traditional style and is an essential 
tool for every tying bench.  Instructions 
included.

Small  $2.50  - Large $3.25

StreamWorks 4.5 Inch Standard Whip Finisher $5.98
Ergonomically designed to assist in 
creating a clean tie-off of fly heads. 
Swivel tubed handle rotates smoothly, 
allowing for quick and easy tie-off of 
thread. Standard length for most hook 
sizes

StreamWorks Hackle Pliers $3.98
High quality spring loaded hackle 
pliers with non slip rubber pads grip 
hackles securely. Will not cut or break 
hackles

StreamWorks 2 Inch Rotating Hackle Pliers $5.98
Small, high quality spring loaded 
pliers rotate smoothly, making it easy 
to wind and control hackles. A rubber 
sleeve over one of the jaws prevents 
hackles from slipping off of the pliers. 
Also eliminates hackle tip damage. 
Small size fits comfortably in ones 
hand and is great for tying midges and 
other tiny patterns

Terra EZEE Hackle Pliers $2.25
The Terra EZEE Hackle Pliers have a 
very small tip for holding fine hackles.  
The large finger ring insures a firm 
grip on the pliers and aids in 
wrapping.

Tyflyz Toolz $9.95
Tyflyz Toolz Hackle Tweezer are 
designed for close and delicate 
hackle work.  Handmade in Cascade, 
Colorado by Robert Jorgensen's 
FlyTyz Toolz.  The Tyflyz Toolz 
Hackle Tweezer's are light weight 
with a fine tip, but firm grip that permit 
extraordinary directional and tension 
control while winding hackles.  The 
design also premits both hand-over-
hand and spin-on-finger winding 
techniques.  Opens with a simple 
squeeze and grips tightly.

Terra Non-Skid Hackle Pliers $2.25
The Terra Non-Skid Hackle Pliers 
have rubber pads and will hold any 
size hackle in a firm grip while 
wrapping.

Terra Deluxe Bodkin Cleaner With Stand $11.25
The Terra Deluxe Bodkin Cleaner and 
Stand comes with steel wool and a 
bodkin.



Terra Bobbin Cradle $12.95
The Terra  adjustable Bobin cradle is 
a great help, especially for dubbing 
loop techniques.  Helps to get the 
bobin out of the way.

Material Spring $1.50
Use the material spring to hold 
materials out of the way while tying.  
Come two per package.

Terra ParachuteTool $9.50
The Terra Parachute Tool is a simple 
but useful tool for tying parachute 
flies.

Terra Knot Leg Tool $2.50
The Terra Knot Leg Tool is great for 
threading rubber legs through foam 
bodies

Thread Sealer II $22.50
The Thread Sealer II is a smaller 
version of the cauterizer. Great for 
removing small tag ends of material 
or clearing eyes on hooks. Perfect for 
burning sockets for eyes into deer hair 
heads

StreamWorks Set of 2 Half Hitch Tools $4.98
Brass tools are ergonomically shaped 
to aid in tying half hitch knots quickly 
and easily.  Hexagonal shaped body 
prevents Half Hitch tools from rolling 
off the tying bench.  Four different 
sized openings work on most hook 
sizes.

Loon Outdoors Mixing Cup $7.50
The Mixing Cup is the perfect vessel 
for modifying head cements and UV 
Clear Fly Finish, and all but 
eliminates clean-up. Because 
cements will not bond to the Mixing 
Cup, once cured they will pop out.

Garbag $11.95
The Garbag is an essential tool for 
keeping a clean and peaceful house.  

Deluxe Hackle Gauge $2.99
A useful tool to quickly size hackles

Griffin Spiing Loop Tools $7.95
This tool was designed with the help 
of Dr. Steve Brocco, and ardent fly 
tyer. Weighted for easy use, this tool 
spins marabou, deer hair and hackle 
effortlessly. The unique spring action 
allows tyers to reopen the tool and 
add more material. Fits all other 
bobbins.



OPST Dubbing Spinner $23.00
OPST perfectly balanced, ideally 
weighted dubbing spinner is the best 
tool you've ever tried for spinning 
dubbing loops. 

Threader Bodkin Chain Attached $2.70
A Must have tool for any Fly Tyer.  
Don't waste any more time trying to 
thread your bobbin by hand.  Comes 
with a chain attached bodkin also

Stonfo Creative Dubbing Kit $22.85
The Stonfo Creative Dubbing Kit 
allows ypu to make dubbing of various 
diameters and lengths. Using yarns of 
different colours is possible to tie 
multicoloured flies with amazing 
attractive contrast. Special effects can 
be created mixing materials of diffe

StreamWorks Brass Dubbing Hook $4.98
Ergonomic handle with precision 
formed dubbing hook makes spinning 
all types of fur and synthetics quick 
and easy.  Includes convenient half 
hitch tool in the handle

Hareline Dubbin UV Cure Light $13.65
The Hareline Dubbin UV Cure Light is 
great for curing and setting UV resins.

Bead Sizer and Measuring Ruler $7.95
The Bead sizer and measuring ruler 
is a great way to figure out what size 
your beads are.

Terra Deluxe Wing Burner Set $10.75
The Terra Deluxe Wing Burner Sets 
are brass wing burners for your 
favorite flies. All Wing Burners come 
with three pieces, except for the 
Stonefly set that comes with four 
pieces.  Instructions are included with 
each set Â  

Hareline Silicone Bead Pad $5.10
The Hareline Silicone Bead Pad will 
keep your hooks and beads from 
rolling or sliding away. The reverse 
side can be used for adhesives or 
epoxy and will not stick making it easy 
to clean.  The bead pad measures 5" 
x 7 1/2".

StreamWorks 2 Inch Medium Hair Stacker $13.98
Heavy flared base prevents tipping. 
Padding reduces noise and 
scratching of fine surfaces. Polished 
barrels ensure quick and complete 
stacking of all types of hair.

Dr Slick 1.75 Brass Hair Stacker $15.95
The Dr Slick 1.75 Brass Hair Stacker 
is designed to create hanks of hair 
with completely even ends for tying 
tails, wings or spun hair fly patterns.  
Built to last a lifteime, the Dr Slick 
Brass Hair Stacker is made of heavy 
brass with a padded base to protect 
you fly tying bench.



StreamWorks 1.5 Inch Small Hair Stacker $11.98
High quality, polished brass hair 
stacker is designed to handle all types 
of hair stacking applications. The 
heavy flared base prevents tipping. 
Padding reduces noise and 
scratching of fine surfaces.

StreamWorks 3 Inch Large Hair Stacker $15.98
Extra large, 3 inch long barrel makes 
stacking large volumes of hair easy. 
Heavy flared base prevents tipping, 
and padding reduces noise and 
scratching of fine surfaces. High 
polished barrels ensure quick and 
complete stacking, even long, coarse 
hair.

StreamWorks Spring Tweezer Angled Point 5 inch $7.98
Precision forged spring action points 
stay closed on the item, without the 
worry of dropping or losing it. Spring 
tweezers are great for holding items 
like wings, hackles, beads, etc., for 
attachment to the fly. Angled tip 
makes it easy to see the attachment 
point on the fly.

StreamWorks Tweezer with Angled Tip 4 inch $5.98
Precision forged tweezers are ideal 
for accessing hard to reach areas. 
The angled tips provide better visibility 
to the work area because of the offset 
handles. Great for plucking hackles 
and other materials on a fly

StreamWorks Bead-It Tool 5 inch $7.98
Spring action tweezers grip the 
smallest beads, allowing for easy 
insertion onto any hook-large or small. 
Tapered jaws make it easy to pick up 
beads of any size. Great for placing 
tiny beads on size #18 hooks and 
smaller. This is a must have tool if 
you use beads!

StreamWorks Tweezer with Straight Tip 3.5 inch $5.98
High quality precision fine points are 
ideal for picking up small items. Great 
for adjusting wings, hackles, etc., on 
small flies.

New Phase Fly Tying Tool Set $69.95
The New Phase Fly tying Tool Set is 
an all in one set that includes - Arrow 
point scissors, All purpose scissors, 
Bobbin, Bodkin, Dubbing brush, Whip 
finisher, Gator grip dubbing spinner

Hareline Dubbin Material Clamp Set $24.95
The Harline Dubbin Material Clamp 
Set is designed for easy preperation 
and handling of materials for dubbing 
and composite loop tying techniques. 
Set of 2 clamps. 

Hareline Mega Tying Pad $24.95
The Hareline Mega Tying Pad  will 
keep your hooks and beads from 
rolling or sliding away. The reverse 
side can be used for adhesives or 
epoxy and will not stick making it easy 
to clean.  Measures 17 1/2" x 23 1/4".

Terra Royal Coachman Tool Kit $29.95
This kit includes the following tools: 
Royal Coachman vise with built-in 
base Iris scissors Ceramic thread 
bobbin Bobbin threader Bodkin with 
half hitch tool Rotating whip finisher 
Hair stacker Hackle pliers Wood 
travel/storage box The Royal 
Coachman Fly Tying Tool Kit makes a 
great addition to any fly tyers arsenal 
of tools and also makes a great gift.



Hareline Cutting Board With Tool Set $16.75
Hareline Cutting Board with Tool Set-
Perfect kit for any fly tying bench.
5 1/2" x 4 " Cutting Board
Razor Knife w/ Blades
Side cutters
File

Pro Lite Fly tyers LED Lamp w/magnifier $99.95
Provides daylight illumination and 
stays coo.  18" flexible arm, 4" 
diameter 2X/10X magnifier lens, 
pedestel base.  Bench Clamp & Vise 
post mount.  Made in the U.S.A.

Firehole Outdoors Magnetic Fly Bench $55.00
The Firehole Outdoors Magnetic Fly 
Bench V1.5 is a solid addition to your 
fly tying bench. With a footprint of 8" x 
10" it is not obtrusive or in the way. 
The overall height of the bench is just 
less than 0.25" (not including the 
hackle gauge pin). The Magnetic Fly 
Bench is designed to sit next to your 
vise and become an integral part of 
your fly tying work 

Stonofo Comb Brush $7.90
Combo tool combines a small-toothed 
comb and a Velcro brush and is ideal 
for combing out hair, teasing out 
dubbing, and overall improvement of 
your flies. Constructed with high 
resistance plastic material to allow for 
maximum durability and control, finis

Terra Tube Fly Tool Kit $7.50
The Terra Tube Fly Tool Kit, contains 
everything you need to discover tube 
fly tying.

Terrra Fireside Tool Kit $38.95
The Terra Fireside Fly Tying Tool Kit 
includes quality fly tying tools perfect 
for the beginner and the seasoned fly 
tyer alike. This tool kit is great for the 
traveling angler as the entire package 
is housed in a handsome 10 in. X 6 in. 
X 15/8 in. wood box. 

Wapsi Deluxe Fly Tying Starter Kit with Handbook $98.95
The expanded version of Wapsi 
popular fly tying starter kit.  The kit 
includes all of the tools and materials 
to tie 17 of today's best fly patterns.  
The Wapsi fly tying handbook 
included in the kit contains excellant 
color photos of each fly tying step and 
fundemenatl techinques.  Kit includes 
hooks, materials and tools (fly tying 
vise, bobbin, bobbin threader, 
scissors, hackle plier).

Stone Creek Ltd Deluxe Fly Tying Kit $64.95
The Stone Creek Ltd Deluxe Fly Tying 
Kit contains everything you need to 
start tying flies packaged in a handy 
carrying case. It is a great item to 
carry in your vehicle for tying flies, 
streamside.



Vises
Terra Super AA Vise $14.95

Perfect vice for beginners.  Hardened 
Jaws

Terra Rotary Vise $44.95
The special arm on the Terra Rotary 
Vise allows you to rotate the hook like 
a woodworkers lathe.  Easy for you to 
wind chenille bodies with a turn of the 
handle.  Fully Rotatable.

Terra Deluxe Master Vise $39.95
The Terra Deluxe Master Vise 
features a black no glare finish with 
brass accents, hardened jaws, simple 
adjustments.  Comes with C clamp 
and instructions

Danvise $109.95
This Danvise Fly Tying Vise vise is a 
great value in a "true"rotary vise. True 
rotary means that the hook can be 
placed in the jaws with the shank 
aligned with the axis of rotation so the 
shank doesn't wobble when you rotate 
the hook in the vise. Much easier to 
wrap thread, chenille, hackle or 
dubbing loops! Most parts of the vise 
are made of molded Delrin resin, a 
very strong, lightweight material that 
makes the vise easy to carry and 
store. The steel jaws hold hooks 
ranging from size 28 up to 2/0 
securely. The vise stem has a 
diameter of 10mm (0.393 inch) and is 
adjustable up to a full 6 1/2 inch and 
has a C-clamp base. A bobbin rest is 
included.

Big foot Vise Base $39.00
The Big foot vise base has an extra 
large steel base with a cork recess, a 
built in hackle guage and spool posts.

Silverado Vise $34.99
The hardened steel jaws are made fo 
heavy duty use.  This vise handles 
large hooks well.  Includes Prio-Vise 
C-Clamp, Extra Jaw, Stem Extension 
and setup instructions

Terra Flat Fly Tying Base $16.95
The Terra Flat Fly Tying Vise Base 
features a black powder coated steel 
base with cork bottom.

Regal Medallion Series Traditional Fly Tying Vise $313.75
The Regal Medallion Series 
Traditional Fly Tying Vise is built for a 
lifetime of fly tying.Â  Regular Head 
and Traditional Bronze Base

Regal Aluminum Base Travel Fly Tying Vise $199.20
The REGAL TRAVEL VISE is the 
perfect vise to fit in your boat bag, 
back pack, or luggage.

Peak Rotary Vise With Pedestal Base $184.00
The PEAK Rotary Vise is designed 
with optimal tying efficiency and ease 
of adjustment and set-up in mind.  
Made in the USA



Fly Tying & Bug Books
101 Innovative Fly-Tying Tips $24.95

Priceless hints from one of the best 
fly tyers in the country. You won’t find 
any complicated classic salmon 
patterns. What you will find are tips 
on making easy-to-tie highly 
productive flies. Meck also goes over 
using synthetic materials like Z-Lon 
poly & Antron as well as giving advice 
on using the classics. 

40 Best Trout Flies $8.95
40 most productive flies. General info 
about the pattern fishing techniques 
for each fly rod weight 
recommendations and an easy-to-
reference chart. 

Tying Streamers Essential Flies and Techniques $49.95
The 18 featured patterns with recipes 
and complete step-by-step 
instructions include a mix of classic 
and modern patterns to showcase not 
only fish-catching flies, but also the 
best range of techniques. Includes 
tips from other top tiers, the latest 
information on new materials, 50 
additional top patterns and recipes, 
and more than 1200 color photos.

Hardcover  8.5x11 inches  288 pages  
Authour: Charlie Craven

Modern Streamers for Trophy Trout II $40.00
Modern Streamers for Trophy Trout II 
is a tactical guide to fly-fishing for 
trout with streamers, includes tying 
instructions for 38 original patterns 
invented by the author Kelly Galloup

Hardcover
7 x 9 Inches
Color

Better Flies Faster 501 Fly-Tying Tips For All Skill Lev
els

$29.95
From simple fixes using two whip-
finishes rather than one to complete a 
fly so that it holds, to hints for working 
with tricky materials like marabou 
feathers. Better Flies Faster 501 Fly-
Tying Tips For All Skill Levels show 
you how to use the latest innovations 
as well as classic natural materials. 

Contains tying advice from experts, 
including Pat Dorsey, Dick Talleur, 
Jay "Fishy" Fullum, Gary Borger

Author Dave Klausmeyer
Softcover
261 Color Photos
7 X 9 Inches
192 Pages

Fly Tying For Beginners $24.99
How to tie 50 Fail-Safe Flies, 
Gathercole instructs and 
demonstrates that with good 
guidance and a little practice, every 
angler can tie a fly that is good 
enough to fool a fish. 

The Fly Tying Bible $24.95
Each of 100 fly patterns in the The Fly 
Tying Bible is presented in a two-
page spread: an enlarged photo and 
textual description on the left-hand 
page, complemented with a set of 
step-by-step tying instruction

American Fly Tying Manual $8.95
New full-color edition.  Describes the 
materials tools and basic techniques 
of fly tying.  290 patterns in all each 
with a color photo showing the pattern 
a materials list and basic tying 
instructions.  

All About Flies $14.95
Extensively revised & updated edition 
of Figuring Out Flies. Covers: hooks 
materials fly pattern origins viewpoint 
of the fish dry wet nymph egg & 
streamers & much more.

Western Streamside Guide $15.95
This is a fully revised, all-color edition 
of one of the classics on Western 
trout fishing. Filled with everything you 
need to know about the hatches of the 
West and the fly patterns to use. Both 
insects and fly patterns shown in full 
color. Compact and easy to read and 
carry afield, it shows you exactly what 
fly to use in any given situation and 
how best to fish it. Fly dressings 
included.



Dave Whitlocks Guide To Aquatic Trout Foods 2nd Ed
.

$19.95
A complete guide to all the foods that 
trout eat, written & illustrated in a 
clear & concise manner by one of the 
sport's greatest anglers. An 
indispensable handbook for all 
serious fly fishermen.

Art Flicks New Streamside Guide $14.95
This classic book is still one of the 
best practical basic books on trout 
foods and how to best imitate them. 

Complete Book Of Western Hatches $24.95
Covers the key features of order of 
insects important to anglers. Each 
major family is treated with useful 
tables of when and where the insects 
hatch imitating patterns with tying 
instructions and much more. 

Hatch Guide To Western Streams $18.95
Covers all you need for a productive 
trip on our Western streams, 
including water types, successful 
fishing techniques, identifying major 
hatches, providing basic background 
info about these insects. Color photos 
of naturals and flies. 

Trout Stream Insects $16.00
Written illustrated and designed for 
every fly fishermens vest this is a 
thorough reference  on hatches and 
the correct selection of flies by color 
size and imitative strategy.

The Bug Book A Fly Fisher's Guide $19.95
The Bug Book A Fly Fisher's Guide is 
a complete guide to aquatic 
entomology for fly fishers, covering all 
the important insects and their 
imitations for the entire United States. 
Hatch charts, fly pattern 
recommendations, and important 
fishing strategies from Paul Weamer.

This is the ideal reference for those 
just starting out or for those that want 
to have a more comprehensive view 
of the important insects.

5.5x8.5 inches, 118 pgs.Hardcover

The Complete Guide To Eastern Hatches $33.95
Definitive reference work for cracking 
the code on fly fishing east of the 
Mississippi River. Detailed section on 
identifying hatches, when and where 
the major hatches occur. Also has a 
Guide to the flies to use in fishing 
these hatches.  

The Bug Guy Entomology For The Fly Fisher 2 DVD S
et

$29.99
Stop casting & praying & make the 
most of your time on the water by 
turning it into a science. Take your 
learning curve from years & turn it into 
months. Stop wondering why 
someone else can pull in fish after 
fish & start being the one they ask, 
“what are they biting on?

Author: Robert Younghanz

Pocket Guide To Western Hatches $21.95
Covers 90 hatches including mayflies, 
stoneflies, caddisflies, midges, & 
terrestrials.
Every type of water is covered, from 
creeks, streams and rivers to 
stillwater.
Contains over 169 fly patterns with 
228 color photos and 8 B&W 
illustrations.
320 pages Hardcover
Author Dave Hughes

Fly Fisher's Guide to Western River Hatches $4.95
Within this little booklet are all the 
important details about the insect 
hatches that stir trout to feed in 
Western streams. With it, you'll be 
prepared for the challenge and 
opportunity theses hatches offer. 



PO Box 492 
Arnold, CA 95223

The Trout Spot 
Order Toll Free: (800) 822‐7129 
Fax Your Order: (800) 660‐5196 
Email: info@thetroutspot.com 

Method Of Payment Mailing Address 

Check the appropriate box: 
Name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………… 

  Visa 

Street………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………….. 
  MasterCharge 

City……………………………………………………………………………………….……………..State…………………………….………….Zip……………………… 
   Discover 

Phone (………..)………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
   American Express 

Email Address………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  Check (Enclosed) 

  Money Order Shipping Address 

Name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………… 

Street……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….. 

City…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...State…………………………..………….Zip……………………… 

Phone (………..)………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Quantity Description Size or Color Price Each Extension 

Express Shipping Options 
  Please add the charge to Shipping Charges 

  USPS Next Day …$35  Next Working Day 

  USPS 2nd Day……$25  Two Working Days 

  USPS Priority……$15  Three Working Days 

Standard Shipping 
Any order totaling less than $50 add…..$8.95 

Any order totaling $50 or more…..No Charge 

Subtotal 

California Residents Add 
7.25% Sales Tax 

Shipping Charges 
(Refer to Shipping Chart) 

Express Options 
(Refer to Express Chart) 

Total 
……………………   

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION 

Credit Card Number Expiration VIN 



The Trout Spot 
800-822-7129   www.thetroutspot.com 
PO Box 492                  Arnold, CA 95223 

Visit us on the web at www.thetroutsot.com for our full line of fly fishing products. 
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